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Abstract: 17β-estradiol (estradiol) is a natural estrogen regulating reproduction including sperm
and egg development, sperm maturation—called capacitation—and sperm–egg communication.
High doses can increase germ cell apoptosis and decrease sperm count. Our aim was to answer
the biological relevance of estradiol in sperm capacitation and its effect on motility and acrosome
reaction to quantify its interaction with estrogen receptors and propose a model of estradiol action
during capacitation using kinetic analysis. Estradiol increased protein tyrosine phosphorylation,
elevated rate of spontaneous acrosome reaction, and altered motility parameters measured
Hamilton-Thorne Computer Assisted Semen Analyzer (CASA) in capacitating sperm. To monitor
time and concentration dependent binding dynamics of extracellular estradiol, high-performance
liquid chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry was used to measure sperm response and
data was subjected to kinetic analysis. The kinetic model of estradiol action during sperm maturation
shows that estradiol adsorption onto a plasma membrane surface is controlled by Langmuir isotherm.
After, when estradiol passes into the cytoplasm, it forms an unstable adduct with cytoplasmic
receptors, which display a signalling autocatalytic pattern. This autocatalytic reaction suggests
crosstalk between receptor and non-receptor pathways utilized by sperm prior to fertilization.

Keywords: 17β-estradiol; sperm; capacitation; acrosome reaction; kinetics; autocatalysis; HPLC
MS/MS; CASA

1. Introduction

In order for mammalian sperm to fertilize, it must undergo a series of maturation events in
the female reproductive tract, called capacitation [1]. In general, capacitation involves membrane
rearrangement, cholesterol efflux, activation of specific signal transduction pathways leading to
protein tyrosine phosphorylation (TyrP), and cytoskeleton rearrangements [2–4]. As much as
capacitation-related increase of TyrP has been postulated to be a key capacitation marker [1,3],
a study [5] showed that this may not be an essential event in mouse sperm, and lack of TyrP can
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be bypassed in vivo by an as yet unknown mechanism. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the
status of capacitation by other parameters, such as motility and sperm ability to undergo acrosome
reaction (AR). Hamilton-Thorne Computer-Aided Sperm Analysis (CASA) is generally used for the
monitoring of sperm motility and provides a set of standard kinematic parameters that aids with the
identification of changes in trajectories and flagellar beating patterns connected with hyperactivation
as an important part of sperm capacitation [6,7]. In vivo capacitation occurs mainly in the uterus
and oviducts, facilitated by substances in the female genital tract including estrogen. It has been
demonstrated that endocrine disruptors, including estrogen, significantly modulate capacitation
in vitro and can also increase its speed [8–12]. Estradiol and its analogues induced not only capacitation
but also non-induced (spontaneous) AR [13]. Progesterone-induced AR [9,13], progesterone-enhanced
sperm hyperactivation [14–16], and progesterone-increased TyrP [14,15] are all suppressed by estradiol.

Estrogen cell signalling is a crucial event, and both general and sperm specific mechanisms
are still not understood. An interaction between the most influential of estrogen, estradiol and its
estrogen receptors (ERs), has been described through nuclear receptors (nER) and membrane (mER)
and cytoplasmic (cER) receptors [17,18]. These receptors might be either of the same composition,
just translocated from the nucleus to the membrane [19,20], or they may represent a novel kind of
ERs [21–23]. In addition to the estrogen-based receptors, the ability of non-ER membrane-associated
proteins to bind and transfer estradiol across the plasma membrane (PM) has been described [24].
On the top of the transportation receptors, estradiol is able to penetrate and pass through the PM
without any help [25,26]. The complexity of the system is stressed by two routes of estradiol action: the
slow genomic and the rapid non-genomic routes. The generally excepted model is built on the binding
of the intracytoplasmic estradiol to the well-described and understood nER, targeting DNA sequences
known as estrogen response elements (EREs) [27] or DNA-binding transcription factors [28–30], both
leading to transcriptional activation of the associated genes [31,32]. The genomic pathway requires cell
transcriptional activity and time, none of which these mature spermatozoa possess. In this case, the
non-genomic pathway remains the only option for sperm in order to regulate the signalling pathways
that are crucial for the capacitation processes. For obvious reasons, it is difficult to study capacitation
in vivo; therefore, it is crucial to understand precise in vitro conditions, including dynamics, speed,
and amount of exogenous estrogen that is bound to sperm receptors during capacitation. Importantly,
there has been reported genetic variation between mouse strains, which play a role in fertility success
and sperm quality [33–35]. Therefore, strain specific differences also need to be addressed.

The mathematical interpretations and general quantified process dynamics bring another
perspective to help explain this crucial biological event. In a previous study [36], the mathematical
theory for the mechanism when sperm maturation ability is amended by external stimuli [37] was
proposed. It was shown that the chemical kinetics can be applied to sperm in the role of reactant
and that kinetic analysis could be a useful tool for monitoring and predicting the specific molecular
mechanisms involved in certain biological signalling pathways. Kinetic analysis data can serve as
a tool for predicting the general hormone-receptor mechanism and provide new insights into the
selected biological reaction. At the moment, the scientific community knowledge has extended to
the description of individual signalling scenarios in both somatic and male germinal cells, but the
mechanism of the action remains unknown.

The objectives of this study were as follows: (1) to clarify the effect of estradiol on sperm
capacitation, motility, and acrosome reaction; (2) to develop a sensitive analytical high-performance
liquid chromatographic method with tandem mass spectrometric detection (HPLC-MS/MS) for the
determination of total unbound estradiol concentration in the sperm capacitation in vitro; and (3) to
reveal whether the concentration of estradiol versus the time of ongoing capacitation fits an equation
or a system of equations of chemical kinetics. By applying kinetic analysis to our data obtained by
HPLC-MS/MS, and measuring the estradiol dynamics during mouse sperm capacitation, we propose
a unique type of autocatalytic estradiol signalling, which could unify all the estradiol actions into one
complex event.
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2. Results

2.1. Monitoring of Estradiol Concentration during Capacitation In Vitro by HPLC

One of the key compounds of the culture media used for in vitro capacitation is bovine serum
albumin (BSA), which is responsible for the transfer of cholesterol and phospholipids from the plasma
membrane bilayer and is essential for sperm capacitation [1,3,38,39]. In order to monitor the effects of
estradiol on sperm capacitation in vitro, it was essential to determine how much estradiol, added into
commercial culture media for in vitro sperm capacitation and fertilization (M2 medium, Sigma-Aldrich,
Darmstadt, Germany), is available for sperm as the process of binding of estradiol to BSA is known [40].
This was determined for all three tested estradiol concentrations 200, 20, and 2 µg/L (730, 73, and
7.3 nM, respectively) after one hour of in vitro sperm incubation in M2 medium at 37 ◦C and 5%
CO2. These calculated values were taken as the initial concentrations at capacitation time 0 and the
dependencies of total unbound estradiol concentration on capacitation time were measured. The
process of capacitation was monitored in the time range of 0 to 180 min with a 30-min interval
between sample collection. Extending the time to over 180 min had no physiological relevance, as the
capacitation of mouse sperm in vivo is achieved within 90 min (180 min at the latest). In order to cover
genetic variation between mouse strains, we performed all the experiments for a laboratory inbred
albino (BALB/c) and black (C57BL/6Nvel) house mouse strains and compared the results (Figure 1).Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2018, 19, x FOR PEER REVIEW  4 of 20 
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sperm (blanks, open triangles). The samples were prepared in three parallel sets, where each set 
represented sperm collecting from one individual; each sample was measured in five replicates; 
experimental conditions: 50/50 (v/v) acetonitrile (ACN)/H2O, both containing 0.1% HCOOH, 
measured in multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) mode for transition 255.2 to 158.9; error bars were 
calculated using the standard deviations (n′ = 3). For details, see Sections 4.2 and 4.3 and Table A1 in 
Appendix B (Supplementary Materials). 
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Figure 1. Dependencies of the concentration of total unbound estradiol on the time of mouse sperm
capacitation in vitro. The tested concentrations of estradiol in M2 medium were (A) 200 µg/L,
(B) 20 µg/L, and (C) 2 µg/L. Each experiment was carried out for samples with added mouse
sperm (solid circles for BALB/c sperm, solid squares for C57BL/6Nvel sperm) and for reference
samples without sperm (blanks, open triangles). The samples were prepared in three parallel sets,
where each set represented sperm collecting from one individual; each sample was measured in
five replicates; experimental conditions: 50/50 (v/v) acetonitrile (ACN)/H2O, both containing 0.1%
HCOOH, measured in multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) mode for transition 255.2 to 158.9; error
bars were calculated using the standard deviations (n′ = 3). For details, see Sections 4.2 and 4.3 and
Table A1 in Appendix B (Supplementary Materials).
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As can be seen from Figure 1A–C, all the tested estradiol concentrations in blank samples remain
practically constant (open triangles) during capacitation. For samples with the addition of sperm
(solid circles and squares), similar trends were obtained for all the tested concentrations (200, 20, and
2 µg/L) and both spermatozoa of BALB/c or C57BL/6Nvel mouse laboratory strains. In general, the
concentration of total unbound estradiol decreases to reach its minimum and then increases again.
However, the position of the minimum differs for the individual tested estradiol concentrations. For the
starting concentration 200 µg/L (Figure 1A) the straightforward decrease occurred at the beginning
of capacitation time within 0–30 min. The drop of 20 µg/L at the starting concentration can be
observed later at 60–90 min (Figure 1B) and the dependence obtained for starting concentration 2 µg/L
exhibited its minimum between 150–180 min (Figure 1C). Only slightly different extents of decline
were observed between two different strain origins of spermatozoa within the individually tested
estradiol concentration (solid circles for BALB/c sperm versus solid squares for C57BL/6Nvel sperm).

Analogical measurements were run under non-capacitating conditions using a medium without
BSA. No differences between the samples and blanks were observed for the dependencies of total
unbound estradiol concentrations on incubation time (0–180 min) and the estradiol concentrations
remained constant up to 180 min.

2.2. Kinetic Analysis

Given that kinetic analysis has already been successfully used for analysis of data describing
the reduced capacitation ability of sperm [36], it was also used to analyse the reaction of sperm with
estradiol. The course of a sperm response on the added estradiol (Figure 1) indicated an autocatalytic
character with a formation of an unstable adduct followed by its decomposition. Therefore, these
results were subjected to kinetic analysis. For a better comparison of the measured time-dependent
concentrations of total unbound estradiol (C), the relative concentrations of total unbound estradiol
(B) were introduced defined as Bt = Ct/Ct=0, where Bt is the relative concentration of total unbound
estradiol calculated for the capacitation times (0–180 min), Ct is the concentration of total unbound
estradiol measured at capacitation times (30–180 min) and Ct=0 is the concentration of total unbound
estradiol measured at capacitation time 0 min. Calculated Bt values for BALB/c and C57BL/6Nvel
mouse strains are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Relative concentrations of total unbound estradiol (Bt) calculated from the measured
time-dependent concentrations of total unbound estradiol (C) (Figure 1A–C) obtained during
capacitation for three tested estradiol concentrations and two inbreed mouse strains; mean ± standard
error of the mean.

Capacitation
Time (min)

Bt

200 µg/L 20 µg/L 2 µg/L

BALB/c C57BL/6N BALB/c C57BL/6N BALB/c C57BL/6N

0 1.000 ± 0.003 1.000 ± 0.003 1.000 ± 0.028 1.000 ± 0.023 1.000 ± 0.050 1.000 ± 0.070
30 0.965 ± 0.005 0.944 ± 0.004 0.965 ± 0.033 0.958 ± 0.024 0.987 ± 0.055 0.988 ± 0.073
60 0.983 ± 0.004 0.952 ± 0.003 0.919 ± 0.026 0.938 ± 0.024 0.969 ± 0.061 0.982 ± 0.079
90 0.989 ± 0.005 0.968 ± 0.005 0.874 ± 0.031 0.904 ± 0.025 0.938 ± 0.055 0.923 ± 0.071

120 0.995 ± 0.004 0.979 ± 0.004 0.886 ± 0.028 0.921 ± 0.025 0.838 ± 0.046 0.858 ± 0.069
150 0.997 ± 0.004 0.984 ± 0.005 0.914 ± 0.032 0.929 ± 0.023 0.751 ± 0.062 0.826 ± 0.066
180 0.998 ± 0.005 0.989 ± 0.005 0.958 ± 0.028 0.956 ± 0.022 0.773 ± 0.058 0.947 ± 0.074

The suggested kinetic schema was described by kinetic products and rate constants in the form of
rate equations. Relative values for individual variables were introduced. The system of differential
equations was solved by numerical integration with the simultaneous optimization of the rate constants
used to calculate the theoretical Bt values. Using MATLAB software, optimal parameters (overall
rate constants K2, K3 and molar ratio n) were determined by searching the minimum of absolute
values of the difference between theoretical and experimental Bt values (Table 2). These values
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were then used for the design of the theoretical B(t) curves. The fit of the theoretical B(t) curves
and experimentally obtained data is shown in Figure 2. For a detailed description of mathematical
procedure, see Appendix A (Supplementary Materials).
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Figure 2. Theoretical shape of the B(t) curves (solid line for BALB/c, dashed line for C57BL/6Nvel)
obtained by integration of kinetic equations (details in Appendix A in Supplementary Materials) for the
selected dilution D, molar ratio n, and optimized values of K2 and K3 (Table 2) with designation of the
points obtained in the experiment (solid circles for the BALB/c experiments, and solid squares for the
C57BL/6Nvel experiments) for estradiol concentrations; (A) 200 µg/L, (B) 20 µg/L, and (C) 2 µg/L.
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Table 2. Calculated constants for three tested estradiol concentrations and two inbreed mouse strains,
where D is dilution factor, n is molar ratio, and K2 and K3 are overall rate constants.

Constants
200 µg/L 20 µg/L 2 µg/L

BALB/c C57BL/6N BALB/c C57BL/6N BALB/c C57BL/6N

D 1 1 0.1 0.1 0.01 0.01
n 12 12 1.2 1.2 0.12 0.12

K2 4.0 2.0 4.5 4.0 4.5 5.5
K3 3.0 1.3 4.3 6.0 3.5 6.5

Referring to Figure 2, the experimental points fit the theoretical B(t) curves well for both tested
mouse strains. Firstly, the tangent slope of these curves increases, which means that the reaction
between estradiol and cytoplasmic receptors accelerates and the formation of their adduct (E2/cER)
takes place autocatalytically. The minima appeared at times tmin through the formation and subsequent
decomposition of the adduct. An important feature of the B(t) curves is a considerable shift in tmin

with decreasing estradiol concentration (200→ 2 µg/L). The kinetic analysis showed that the initial
adsorption at specific membrane centres (Langmuir adsorption isotherm) is a prerequisite for an
autocatalytic reaction associated with gradual increase in membrane fluidity in the formation of an
adduct (signalling process). The position of tmin in relation to the time at 10-fold and 100-fold dilution
of the highest employed concentrations of estradiol (200 µg/L), i.e., 1/10 or 1/100 of the added amount
of estradiol, indicates that the reaction of estradiol with the sperm receptors does not have an integral
order because the position of tmin would not change for first-order but would change 10-fold for a
second-order reaction (Appendix A in Supplementary Materials).

A slight shift was observed between the theoretical curves reflecting differences in estradiol
binding dynamics between two mouse inbreed strains, BALB/c and C57BL/6Nvel, supporting the
strain/sub-strain-specific phenotypic responses for mice of different genetic backgrounds, which
is also reflected in the fertilizing ability of sperm [33]. However, the theoretical curves B(t) fit the
experimental points for both tested types of mice with the same outcome, which supports the evidence
of finding the theoretical mechanism, which fits to differences between mouse strains. The shift in
experimental data may be related to the fact that C57BL/6Nvel mice have lower fertility efficiency [34]
and sperm motility parameters, such as reaching the hyperactivated stage the sperm capacitation [35].

2.3. Capacitation Status Monitored by TyrP

During capacitation, signalling pathways are activated resulting in protein phosphorylation,
especially on tyrosine (Tyr) residues, which are the key marker of successfully ongoing capacitation
process [3]. In order to monitor capacitation status and see whether estradiol kinetics changes under
conditions that do not support capacitation, a series of experiments monitoring time-dependent (0, 60,
and 90 min) sperm protein TyrP in absence (control) or presence of estradiol under capacitating
(Figure 3) and non-capacitating (Figure 4) conditions were run. The presence of BSA in the medium is
essential for binding cholesterol from the sperm plasma membrane, which consequently results in the
signalling pathway activation and leads to the initiation of sperm capacitation. This cascade of events
does not happen in the absence of BSA [1,3,41]. We monitored the time-dependent sperm protein
TyrP using Western blot (WB) protein analysis (Figures 3 and 4) and immunofluorescence detection
(Figure A1, Appendix B in Supplementary Materials).
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The results of WB analysis showed differences in the amount of protein TyrP between the control
samples (Figure 3) and sperm that were incubated in BSA-absent medium (Figure 4). The results show
that, during sperm capacitation, a typical increase in the number of proteins that were phosphorylated
on tyrosine residues occurred, and TyrP was elevated when estradiol was added (Figure 3). These
results correspond to previous findings [11,12]. TyrP no longer increased after 90 min of capacitation
and remained steady thereafter (results not shown). In the absence of BSA in the medium (its precise
composition as M2 except for BSA) (Figure 4), the protein detection did not show any increase in TyrP,
and its level corresponded to the control time 0, when sperm capacitation was not initiated (Figure 3).
We did not detect any rescue effect by estradiol addition. TyrP did not occur in that group either
(Figure 4).Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2018, 19, x FOR PEER REVIEW  8 of 20 
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Figure 3. Time-dependent sperm protein TyrP in presence of estradiol (E2) under capacitating
conditions as assessed by Western blot analysis and relative densitometry. (A) Control samples:
sperm capacitating in commercial M2 medium (M); M + E2: the medium enriched by E2 in different
concentrations (2, 20, and 200 µg/L). In contrast with freshly released epididymal sperm (t0), protein
TyrP increased during sperm capacitation (t60, t90) with a maximum value at 90 min (t90). The protein
TyrP was stronger when E2 was present. Increasing concentrations of E2 lead to stronger protein TyrP.
β-tubulin was used as the loading control. The samples contained a protein equivalent of 106 cells. Five
experiments per group were prepared; the representative results are shown. (B) Densitometry analysis
of TyrP protein levels in sperm of control samples and sperm incubated in M2 medium enriched by E2.
The densitometry analysis indicates relative levels of TyrP revealed a time-dependent and significant
increase. Error bars indicate the SD. The statistical significance of the differences among protein TyrP
abundances in different groups is indicated by asterisks (* p < 0.05, *** p ≤ 0.001).

Sperm head protein TyrP plays a crucial role in sperm-zona pellucida (an extracellular matrix
of the egg) recognition and its level is much lower (up to 15%) compared to complete sperm tail
protein TyrP [42]. In order to evaluate TyrP sperm head proteins, sperm smears were assessed by
immunofluorescence labelling. The graph showing the percentage of sperm head TyrP during sperm
capacitation (Figure A1, Appendix B in Supplementary Materials) indicates an increasing level of TyrP
reaching the highest values (approx. 15%) in 90 min of capacitation in the control. When estradiol
was added at the beginning of sperm capacitation, the number of positive sperm heads raised to 20%
within 90 min, which correlated to previously published work [11]. In contrast (Figure A1, Appendix B
in Supplementary Materials), TyrP labelling was significantly lower (approx. 3%) in all samples where
sperm were incubated in the medium without BSA, and the addition of estradiol did not provoke the
sperm head protein TyrP. The TyrP values of the groups in absence of BSA statistically correspond to
the non-capacitated sperm.
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The results from WB agreed with those of fluorescence, even though WB reflects the level of whole
sperm protein TyrP compared to fluorescence analysis, which only focused on sperm head status. The
analysis proved that, in the medium without BSA, sperm capacitation does not occur, not even in the
presence of estradiol, which, in capacitation conditions, increase the protein TyrP and do not promote
the capacitation in non-capacitating conditions. For detailed information on methodology, please see
Appendix A in Supplementary Materials.
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Figure 4. Time-dependent sperm protein TyrP in presence of estradiol (E2) under non-capacitating
conditions by Western blot analysis and relative densitometry. (A) Control samples: sperm capacitating
in commercial M2 medium (M); M + E2: the medium enriched by E2 in different concentrations (2, 20,
and 200 µg/L); M with no BSA; and M with no BSA + E2: sperm left in the medium without BSA
or without BSA with the addition of E2 (200 µg/L) for 60 and 90 min. Increasing protein TyrP was
not observed for any time (t60, t90) or experimental conditions. All incubation times and conditions
indicate the same patterns that were identical to the non-capacitating sperm pattern (t0). β-tubulin was
used as the loading control. The samples contained a protein equivalent of 106 cells. Five experiments
per group were prepared, representative result shown. (B) Densitometry analysis of TyrP protein
levels in sperm of control samples and sperm incubated in M2 medium enriched by E2 (200 µg/L).
The densitometry analysis indicates the same patterns in all the incubation times and conditions.
Error bars indicate the SD. There was no statistical significance among protein TyrP abundances in
different groups.

2.4. Sperm Motility and Hyperactivation Measured by CASA

Linear mixed effects model with lateral head displacement (ALH) as the dependent variable
indicated that estradiol concentrations affected strains in a different way (interaction term concentration
x strain was significant: χ2 = 11.29, ∆Df = 3, p = 0.01). Strains were therefore analyzed separately.
ALH was, to some extent, affected by estradiol in C57BL/6Nvel (effect of estradiol concentration:
χ2 = 8.28, ∆Df = 3, p = 0.041) and increased compared to control in estradiol concentration 20 µg/L by
0.73 ± 0.25 (SE) µm. There was no effect of estradiol concentrations on ALH in BALB/c (χ2 = 4.95,
∆Df = 3, p = 0.19) (Table A2, Appendix B in Supplementary Materials).
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In curvilinear velocity (VLC), the interaction term concentration x strain was also significant
(χ2 = 10.676, ∆Df = 3, p = 0.014). Estradiol concentrations had a clear effect on sperm motility in
BALB/c (effect of estradiol concentration: χ2 = 16.35, ∆Df = 3, p < 0.001). VLC was reduced compared
to the control, particularly at estradiol concentrations of 2 µg/L (reduction 12.78± 3.45 (SE) µm/s) and
20 µg/L (reduction 7.98 ± 3.45 (SE) µm/s). In contrast, the presence of estradiol had a weak negative,
but insignificant, effect on C57BL/6Nvel (effect of estradiol concentration: χ2 = 1.57, ∆Df = 3, p = 0.67;
Table A2, Appendix B in Supplementary Materials). For detailed information on methodology, please
see Appendix A in Supplementary Materials.

2.5. Acrosome Reaction

In order to monitor the capacitation outcome in connection to estradiol, the experiments were
designed to compare the solitary effect of estradiol and its competing dose-dependent effect with
progesterone during capacitation, as well as the effect of estradiol on induction of AR in relevance to
progesterone after capacitation finished. The presence of estradiol from the beginning of capacitation
had a stimulatory effect on the rate of spontaneous AR and was positively correlated with estradiol
increasing concentration (Figure 5). In presence of both E2 and progesterone the percentage of sperm
remained constant after the AR despite the expected stimulatory effect of a higher concentration of
progesterone compared to estradiol. The AR remained the same between the control and experimental
groups (Figure 6). The results were, however, different when sperm were exposed for 90 min to
estradiol and progesterone only after completing capacitation. The AR was enhanced in the group
of estradiol with progesterone. This was expected, as the progesterone concentration exceeded the
concentrations of estradiol [15]; however, increasing the rate of AR was also positively correlated
with increasing estradiol concentration (Figure 7), which was not the case when steroid hormones
were added at the beginning of capacitation. For detailed information on methodology, please see
Appendix A in Supplementary Materials.
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Figure 5. Acrosome reaction during 90 min capacitation (C) in presence of estradiol (E2). Sperm
were capacitated in presence of E2 (C + E2 2; 20 and 200 µg/L) or without E2 (control, C). The rate of
acrosome reaction (AR) was monitored by peanut agglutinin lectin (PNA). A dose-dependent increase
in spontaneous AR during 90 min capacitation was demonstrated. A total of 200 cells were counted
in six individual samples. The differences in percentage distribution of sperm with intact acrosome
and acrosome reacted sperm was statistically analyzed. Error bars represent the SD. (** p < 0.01,
*** p < 0.001).
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and progesterone (P). Sperm were capacitated in capacitating medium in presence of progesterone
(10 µM, 3144 µg/L) with E2 (C + P + E2: 2, 20, and 200 µg/L) or without E2 (control, C + P). A total of
200 cells were counted in six individual samples. No differences were detected in contrast with control
samples. The AR rate was the same for all different experimental E2 concentrations. Error bars indicate
the SD. There was no statistical significance among sperm incubations with different E2 concentrations.Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2018, 19, x FOR PEER REVIEW  11 of 20 
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capacitated (90 min) followed by progesterone (induced 10 µM) induced AR (90 min) in presence
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bars indicate the SD. ** p < 0.01, *** p ≤ 0.001.

3. Discussion

Estradiol concentration in follicular fluid is higher than in the reproductive female tract and
comparable with our experimental concentrations [43]. Specifically, in female mammals, estradiol
concentration in the ovarian fluid is at least two-fold higher compared with that of plasma [44], and it
fluctuates during estrus, and between 145 and 2100 pg/mL for mouse and rat [45]. Therefore, sperm are
expected to be exposed to high concentrations during certain stages of their capacitation in the female
reproductive tract [43,46]. Based on these facts, the in vivo sperm exposure to estradiol is a common
phenomenon. Understanding estradiol action is of importance because higher concentrations of
estradiol than physiological concentrations were reported to lead to in vivo premature capacitation and
a decreased fertilizing potential [12]. Sperm capacitation happens 30–90 min after introducing sperm
to the female reproductive tract surroundings [3], but also depends on the estrogen concentration,
which promotes a time dependent stimulatory effect and increased the protein TyrP in vitro [11] and
altered the ability of sperm to undergo an induced acrosome reaction [11,13]. A recent study [5]
showed that TyrP may not be essential for mouse sperm capacitation/fertilization in vivo, as an
inability of tyrosine-protein kinase FerDR/DR mice with a kinase-inactivation mutation to promote
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TyrP did not result in sterility; however, their fertility outcome decreased. Our results showed that
estradiol increased TyrP in capacitation sperm, the overall TyrP protein level, and the TyrP of the
sperm head. It has been shown that sperm head TyrP is a crucial event prior to AR and only up to 15%
of sperm reach this state [42]. Considering that decreased in vitro sperm fertility caused by absence
of TyrP in mouse may be overcome simply by the interaction of sperm with the female reproductive
environment [5], a hormonal player may be involved. Estradiol concentration is high in the site of
sperm–egg interaction and may trigger alternative pathways or promote sperm fitness based on its
inducible effect seen in the case of both sperm overall and head TyrP (Figure 3, Figure A1, Appendix B
in Supplementary Materials).

In addition to the estradiol stimulatory effect on capacitation [8–12], the non-induced
(spontaneous) AR was elevated [13]. The spontaneous acrosome reaction has been shown to be a
physiological process in mouse sperm and can be completed before sperm reaches the zona-pellucida [47].
The acrosome reacted sperm are still able to fertilize the egg [48]; therefore, the stimulatory effect of
estradiol (Figure 5) may be considered important for sperm fertilizing potential. In the presence of
progesterone, the stimulatory effect of estradiol is abolished (Figure 6), which is correlated with
estradiol-based suppression of progesterone-induced TyrP [14,15], hyperactivation [14–16], and
AR [9,13]. This was not the case for spontaneous AR. The acrosome reaction is enhanced when
the concentration of progesterone is dominant over estradiol, and when sperm are exposed to both
steroid hormones simultaneously after completing the capacitation (Figure 7). However, spontaneous
AR during capacitation remained constant (approx. 20%), despite the presence of progesterone and
estradiol. When estradiol was present by itself from the beginning of capacitation, spontaneous AR
was elevated, which allowed us to measure and quantify the induction effect of estradiol on sperm
capacitation and deduce a potential mechanism of estradiol interaction with ERs.

To evaluate the relevance of the estradiol effect on sperm capacitation, we used CASA as powerful
tool to monitor subtle specific changes in sperm motility. An additional process, called hyperactivation,
occurs during sperm capacitation [49]. Hyperactivated spermatozoa are characterized by higher values
of curvilinear velocity (VCL) and lateral head displacement (ALH) [35]. These changes in sperm
kinematic parameters are associated with higher amplitude of flagellar beating and lower progressivity
providing them greater vigour and force. Our results showed that estradiol affected VLC or ALH
motility parameters depending on mouse strains, stressing the importance of considering strain-base
sperm-specific motility differences. In C57BL/6NVel mice, ALH increased at 20 µg/L. In BALB/c, the
parameter did not differ from the control, but there was a negative effect of the same concentration on
VCL. This result agrees with previously reported sperm motility differences in these mice strains [35].
CASA algorithms calculated ALH based on the specific relationships of VCL and VAP [49]. Thus, our
findings are supportive of the analysis of sperm capacitation by TyrP results, (Figure 3, Figure A1,
Appendix B in Supplementary Materials) which showed estradiol had a stimulatory effect on
the hyperactivation (ALH) of spermatozoa. Having validated experimental systems and relevant
biological data regarding the effect of estradiol on sperm capacitation, motility, and AR, we focused
on quantification of sperm-estradiol binding during capacitation by HPLC-MS/MS, and analysing
sperm-estradiol interactive binding kinetics.

Combining both experimental and theoretical data, we therefore propose a novel estradiol binding
pattern. The schematic and simplified interpretation of the kinetic analysis results applied to data
obtained from estradiol action in sperm during capacitation is summarized in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Schematic interpretation of kinetic analysis results applied on estradiol sperm action using
the symbols from kinetic equations. The model depicts capacitating progress in time (blue arrow),
which is represented by plasma membrane (PM) reorganization and increasing fluidity. During this
process, the PM becomes more receiving for extracellular estradiol E2, which is passing via diffusion
after its initial adsorption onto specific PM adsorbents, such as mERs and/or non-classical ER. Kinetic
analysis of biological data suggests the formation of an adduct cER/E2 in the cytoplasm with the rate
constant k1 (grey arrows), which, when formed, serves as an autocatalytic agent, signalling an increase
in PM fluidity directed by S·k2 (red arrows). This signalling event is accompanied by the complex
cER/E2 disintegration characterized by the rate constant k3 (grey arrow) and a release of estradiol E2i

remaining in the cytoplasm. The cERs remain internalized within the cytoplasm; however, they lose
their receptivity and remain dormant.

Capacitating sperm undergo several changes including plasma membrane reorganization, which
changes its fluidity and improves reception of the extracellular estradiol E2, which passes via diffusion
after its initial adsorption (controlled by Langmuir isotherm) onto specific PM adsorbents. These
could be represented by mERs and/or non-classical ER. We would like to deliver a hypothesis for
this mechanism, suggesting the formation of an adduct in the cytoplasm with the rate constant k1,
which, when formed, serves as an autocatalytic agent, signalling an increase in PM fluidity directed
by S·k2, where S is a degree of activity. This signalling event is accompanied by the complex cER/E2
disintegration characterized by the rate constant k3 and a release of estradiol remaining in the cytoplasm
(E2i). The cERs remain internalized within the cytoplasm; however, they lose their receptivity and
remain dormant (Appendix A in Supplementary Materials).

One of the criteria for the reliability of kinetic equations is the independence of the rate constants
on the concentration conditions. The determined values of the optimized overall constants K2 and
K3 fulfil these conditions by well over two orders of magnitude. The correctness of the used model
was further confirmed by the positions and the shapes of the minima on the B(t) curves, which agreed
with the experimental values. The areas around the minima are sensitive to the rate constant values.
Hewitt et al. [24] described two processes of estradiol passing through the plasma membrane, one of
which is slow and the other is rapid. In our model, the slow process with the rate constant k1 occurs
simultaneously with the rapid (autocatalytic) process, with the rate constant k2 multiplied by S.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Chemicals, Reagents, and Animals

Acetonitrile (ACN) Chromasolv LC/MS and deuterated β-estradiol-16,16,17-d3 (estradiol-d3)
(purity 98%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Chromasolv, Schnelldorf, Germany). Ethanol
(96%) was obtained from Lach-Ner (Neratovice, Czech Republic). Paraffin oil was delivered by Carl
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Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany). Formic acid (HCOOH) (purity 98–100%) and 17β-estradiol (estradiol)
(purity 98%) were provided by Merck (Gernsheim, Germany). Commercial M2 culture media
for in vitro sperm capacitation and fertilization (M7167, Sigma-Aldrich, Prague, Czech Republic)
contained: HEPES (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine-1-ethanesulfonic acid), calcium chloride, magnesium
sulfate, potassium chloride, potassium phosphate, sodium bicarbonate, sodium chloride, bovine
serum albumin, D-glucose, pyruvic acid, and D,L-lactic acid, without penicillin and streptomycin.
An experimental M2 medium, but without BSA, was prepared in the Media Preparation and Washing
Units, BIOCEV (Vestec, Czech Republic) and used for simulating non-capacitating conditions [1,3].
Deionized water (Milli-Q water purification system Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) was used in
all experiments.

Two laboratory inbreed mouse strains (BALB/c and C57BL/6Nvel) were used for comparative
experiments. Mice were purchased from Velaz (Prague, Czech Republic) and maintained and housed
at the animal facilities of the Faculty of Science, Charles University (Prague, Czech Republic). All the
animal procedures and all the experimental protocols were approved by Local Ethics Committee
and carried out in strict accordance with the Animal Scientific Procedure, Art 2010, and subjected to
review by this Local Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Science, Charles University, Czech Republic
(accreditation no. 247732008-10001).

4.2. Instrumentation and Chromatographic Conditions

The HPLC equipment (Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany) including a 1290 Infinity
Series LC (a quaternary pump, a degasser, a thermostatic auto sampler with a 20 µL sample loop and a
column oven). Triple Quad LC/MS 6490 tandem mass spectrometer (Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn,
Germany) with an electrospray ionization interface (ESI) was used for the detection. Signals were
processed and data were handled with the Mass Hunter Workstation Software (Agilent Technologies,
Waldbronn, Germany).

The MS-MS measurements were performed in the multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) mode
using ESI ionization in positive mode (ESI (+)). Nitrogen was used as the collision nebulizing and
desolvation gas. The optimized ESI (+) conditions in MRM mode for estradiol were as follows: capillary
voltage, 5500 V; nebulizer pressure, 60 psi; gas temperature, 350 ◦C; and nitrogen flow rate 10 L/min.
The m/z 255.5 to 158.9 transition (fragmentor voltage: 120 V, collision energy: 14 V) was monitored for
estradiol, and the m/z 258.5 to 158.9 transition (fragmentor voltage: 120 V, collision energy: 14 V) was
monitored for deuterated estradiol (estradiol-d3).

Separation was performed on a Kinetex EVO C18 column (100 × 3.0 mm i.d., particle size 2.6 µm)
from Phenomenex (Torrance, CA, USA). The optimization procedure was carried out to efficiently
separate of estradiol in M2 medium [50,51]. Isocratic elution at a flow rate of 0.3 mL/min with the
binary solvent system, consisting of 0.1% HCOOH in H2O and 0.1% HCOOH in 100% ACN, 50/50
(v/v), was selected. The column temperature was held at 21 ± 0.5 ◦C. The sample injection was 7.5 µL.
The retention time of estradiol was 3.1 min. The complex M2 medium contained inorganic and organic
components, and BSA (4.0 g/L) can especially cause difficulties during the separation and detection
process. The eluate was discharged from 0 to 2.5 min and passed into the MS detector for 2.5 to 4.0 min.

The stock solution of estradiol at 200 mg/L was prepared by dissolving an appropriate amount
of estradiol standard in ethanol. The stock solutions at concentration of 20, 2, and 0.2 mg/L were
obtained by serial dilutions with ethanol and were stored in the dark at 5 ◦C. Working solutions to
obtain the standard points of the calibration curve were prepared by diluting the appropriate ethanolic
stock solutions with capacitating M2 medium to attain the following concentrations: 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25,
50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, and 225 µg/L. The internal standard (estradiol-d3) working solution was
prepared fresh daily in ethanol at a concentration of 250 µg/L. We added 100 µL of this solution to
each calibration standard solution to attain the final concentration of 25 µg/L.

Under optimized separation and detection conditions, the calibration curve for estradiol was
measured in the concentration range of 1–225 µg/L and the analyte was tested within a linearity range
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from limit of quantitation (LOQ) to 225 µg/L. Each measurement of the peak area (peak height) was
performed in 5 replicates and the results of the linear regression for the peak area ratio of the analyte
to the internal standard versus concentration are listed in Table A3, Appendix B in Supplementary
Materials. A satisfactory fit between the experimental points and linear calibration curve was observed.
The peak height-concentration dependence was treated by linear regression to determine the limit of
detection (LOD) and LOQ, as 3× and 10× noise levels, respectively. The values obtained for LOD and
LOQ are presented in Table A3, Appendix B in Supplementary Materials.

4.3. Capacitation of Mouse Sperm In Vitro and Sample Preparation for HPLC-MS/MS Analysis

For the in vitro realization of capacitation, 35- mm Petri dishes obtained from Corning (Corning,
NY, USA) were used. An Olympus CX 21 light inverted microscope and Olympus epifluorescent
microscope were supplied by Olympus (Prague, Czech Republic). The NB-203 incubator was
purchased from N-BIOTEK (Bucheon, Korea). For in vitro cultivation of sperm, incubator Telstar
Bio-IIA and laminar box-BioTek from N-BIOTEK (Bucheon, Korea) were used.

The physiological estradiol concentrations relevant to the reproductive system are known in rats,
mice, and humans. The concentrations vary from 250 pg/mL in the rete testis fluid in rats [44,52]
to 1 ng/mL in the spermatic vein of men [53], and fluctuates in plasma during estrous between
145–2100 pg/mL in rat and mouse [45] and 90–400 pg/mL in woman [54]. In the ovarian fluid, the
concentration is at least two-fold higher than in plasma [44,52]. Due to this wide concentration range,
the in vitro system, and the detection limit of HPLC/MS-MS, we used the working experimental
estradiol solutions with dilutions of 2, 20 and 200 µg/L. These concentrations were prepared by
diluting the ethanolic stock solution of estradiol (200, 20 or 2 mg/L) with capacitating M2 medium
(Sigma-Aldrich, Prague, Czech Republic) or non-capacitating medium without BSA (Media Preparation
and Washing Units, BIOCEV, Vestec, Czech Republic) to attain the required experimental concentration
according to the following scheme: 1 µL of appropriate ethanolic solution was diluted into 1 mL of
capacitating M2 or non-capacitating medium to minimize the amount of ethanol in biological sample.
Then, 100 µL of this solution was placed into each of the Petri dishes and covered with 1 mL paraffin
oil. All procedures were performed in a sterile laminar box. Prepared Petri dishes were then placed for
60 min to incubate at 37 ◦C in 5% CO2 in air.

The biological sample was prepared in three parallel sets and each set represented sperm
collecting from one individual. Spermatozoa, which were recovered from the distal region of the
cauda epididymidis, were placed in capacitating M2 or non-capacitating medium and left in an incubator
for 10 min at 37 ◦C under 5% CO2 to relax sperm. After that, the concentration of stock sperm in
the medium was adjusted to 5 × 106 sperm/mL. The motility and viability of the sperm population
was checked throughout the experiment using a light inverted microscope with a thermostatically
controlled stage at 37 ◦C. It remained unchanged during experimental time and conditions when
compared with the stock solution.

There were four groups labelled as follows: (1) M (control, sperm in capacitating medium), (2) M
+ estradiol (capacitating medium with addition of estradiol: 200, 20, or 2 µg/L), (3) M without BSA
(non-capacitating medium), and (4) M without BSA with estradiol (non-capacitating medium with
addition of estradiol: 200 µg/L). Samples were prepared in Petri dishes according to the following
scheme: after 60 min incubation of 100 µL of 200, 20, or 2 µg/L solution of estradiol in media, 5 µL
of sperm stock solution was added. Each time, 6 Petri dishes were used, each one containing 105 µL
of sample volume covered with 1 mL paraffin oil. Control samples, using only capacitating M2 or
non-capacitating medium without the addition of estradiol, were run in parallel in each experiment.
Spermatozoa were incubated (37 ◦C, 5% CO2) for up to 3 h. At half hour intervals (0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150,
and 180 min after adding sperm) samples were collected. The sample solutions from all Petri dishes (for
a given time) were placed into one micro tube to centrifugate for 10 min at 12,000 rpm to remove the
spermatozoa. After centrifugation, 450 µL of the supernatant was placed into a vial for HPLC-MS/MS
analysis. To avoid potential systematic errors during sample preparation (partial evaporation of
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samples during incubation, differences in collection of supernatant after centrifugation, etc.), reference
samples (blanks) were prepared collaterally with the samples described above, but no spermatozoa
were added into the incubated estradiol solution. To check the correctness of HPLC-MS/MS analysis,
50 µL of internal standard working solution at a concentration of 250 µg/L was added into each sample
before the measurement. Each sample was measured in 5 replicates and the mean value was calculated.

The matrix effect was measured for all tested estradiol concentrations (2, 20, and 200 µg/L) by
comparing the peak response of (1) the supernatant prepared by addition of sperm in the medium and
after centrifugation spiked with estradiol and with (2) the sample prepared by addition of estradiol
directly into the medium and no matrix effect was observed.

4.4. SDS-PAGE with Immunoblotting

SDS (Sodium dodecyl sulfate) electrophoresis and immunoblotting were used for the TyrP
assessment, carried out using protocols based on standard methods [55,56]. Suspension of
non-capacitated sperm from a sperm stock released from the cauda epididymis was used. Sperm
samples were collected at 0, 60, and 90 min of capacitation in vitro, diluted with PBS, and a final
concentration of 5 × 106 sperm/mL was ascertained using a Bürker chamber (Sigma-Aldrich, Prague,
Czech Republic). Sperm pellets were re-suspended in an equal volume of SDS-PAGE (sodium
dodecylsulphate-polyacrylamide gel-electrophoresis) reduced sample buffer and heated at 97 ◦C
for 3 min. Samples containing protein equivalent to 5 × 106 capacitated sperm per mL were run on
a 5% stacking and 10% running SDS polyacrylamide gel using Precision Plus Protein™ Dual Color
Standards (Bio-Rad, München, Germany) as molecular weight markers. After transferring protein onto
a nitrocellulose membrane, nonspecific sites were blocked with PBS blocking solution (5% skimmed
milk and 0.05% Tween 20). Proteins phosphorylated on tyrosine residues were identified by the
primary MAB (monoclonal antibody) anti-phosphotyrosine P-Tyr-01 (Exbio, Vestec, Czech Republic)
diluted 1:300, followed by a peroxidase goat anti-mouse IgG (Immunoglobulin G) secondary antibody
(Sigma-Aldrich, Prague, Czech Republic) diluted 1:5000. β tubulin was detected by anti-β tubulin
primary antibody ab15568 (Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA), diluted 1:200, followed by peroxidase
goat anti-rabbit IgG secondary antibody 1706515 (Bio-Rad, München, Germany) diluted 1:3000.
Protein staining was visualised by chemiluminescence Super Signal West Dura (Thermo Fischer
Scientific, Prague, Czech Republic). These experiments were performed four times with similar results.
Representative results are shown.

4.5. Statistical Analysis

Experimental data were analyzed using STATISTICA 6.0 (Statsoft, Prague, Czech Republic) and
GraphPad Prism 5.04 (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). The differences between the
control and experimental groups in the number of TyrP positive sperm heads were analyzed by
KW-ANOVA (Kruskal–Wallis test), and post-hoc analysis was performed by Dunn’s comparisons:
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

We used R (v 3.4.0) [57] to evaluate the general effects of estradiol concentrations on sperm
performance in two mouse strains (BALB/c and C57BL/6Nvel). To avoid pseudo replication, analyses
were based on mean trait values measured on each male mouse in respective time and estradiol
concentration, rather than on performance of each sperm cell. All three measures of sperm velocity—the
strait velocity (VSL), curvilinear velocity (VCL), and the average path velocity (VAP)—were strongly
correlated with each other (Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients of 0.97 in all comparisons).
As the medium did not contain any component to guide the spermatozoa in one direction, we used
curvilinear velocity (VCL) rather than the others measures as our measurement of sperm swimming
speed [58,59]. There was only a moderate association between the lateral head displacement (ALH) and
three measures of sperm velocity (Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients ranged between
0.39 and 0.58). Therefore, VCL and lateral head displacement (ALH) were analyzed separately. We
used the lmer() function in the lme4 package [59] for fitting linear mixed effect model with either
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sperm motility (VCL) or the amplitude of ALH as the dependent variable and estrogen concentration
(categorical variable with four levels: control, 2, 20, and 200 µg/L), strain identity, and their two-way
interaction as fixed effects. To control for repeated observation within male mice over time, male
identity was included as random intercept and time of measurement (0, 30, 60, and 120 min) as random
slope. To obtain p-values, we performed likelihood ratio tests comparing models with and without a
specific fixed effect.

5. Conclusions

Based on presented data, estradiol has a stimulatory effect on protein tyrosine phosphorylation,
lateral head displacement, and spontaneous acrosome reaction during in vitro mouse sperm
capacitation. The level of estradiol available for mouse spermatozoa during capacitation in vitro was
quantified by HPLC-MS/MS and data were subjected to kinetic analysis. The proposed kinetic model
explains the crosstalk between estradiol and both receptor and non-receptor pathways, suggesting an
autocatalytic signalling pattern as a novel mechanism utilized by sperm prior to fertilization. There is
a potential in this new analytical-biological approach for understanding the physiological mechanism
of steroid hormones, including estradiol, not only in reproductive biology, but also in somatic cell
signalling events, both physiological and pathological, targeting mainly cancer cell biology research.
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mixed-effect models involving curvilinear velocity (VCL) or the amplitude of lateral head displacement (ALH),
Table A3: Parameters of the calibration curve, Figure A1: Sperm head Tyrosine phosphorylation.
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Supplementary Materials 
New insight into sperm capacitation: A novel mechanism of 17β-estradiol signaling 
 

Appendix A 
Material and Methods  
 
Kinetic analysis  

In the search for various kinetic models it was found that, for the agreement 
between the curves obtained by fitting through the experimental points and the 
theoretical calculated curves, it is necessary to assume that the first step is adsorption 
of estradiol onto the surface of the sperm controlled by Langmuir isotherm. Other 
models (without adsorption) lead to completely different results.   

The following model in which the symbols of the species also correspond to 
their molar concentrations was used for the autocatalytic process. The Langmuir 
adsorption of estradiol onto the surface of sperm PM first occurs with a starting 
estradiol concentration (E20), and the surface of PM at these sites (number na) becomes 
more accessible. It holds for na that: 𝑛" = 	

%&(()*)
,-&(()*)

 where z is the maximum number of 
adsorption sites ((mER) or membrane non-estrogen receptors) and w is the adsorption 
coefficient. Well below the saturation point (1 > w (E20)) it holds that na = z w (E20). At 
sites na the externally present estradiol (concentration of extracellular estradiol at the 
time > 0, (E2)) reacts with the sperm membrane receptors leading to increased 
permeability of PM, through which estradiol molecules are transported within the 
cytoplasm to (cER) and forming the adduct ((E2)/(cER)). This is connected with a 
further increase in the PM permeability. The primary penetration of PM corresponds 
to the following kinetic product, where k1 is the rate constant corresponding to the 
formation of aduct: 

 
𝑘,	𝑛"	(𝐸2)	(𝑐𝐸𝑅)                                                                                                                   (1a) 
The gradual growth of adducts ((E2)/(cER)) in the cytoplasm leads to ever increasing 
permeability of PM (signalling). Activity G increases and is proportional to the 
consumed estradiol G = k ((E20) – (E2)) so that, at the end of the reaction, G∞ = k (E20), the 
degree of activity S can be defined as: 𝑆 = 	 G

G4
=	 (()*)5(())

(()*)
 

 
The formation of the adduct ((E2)/(cER)) is thus enriched by the autocatalytic reaction, 
with the corresponding kinetic product: 
 
𝑘)	(𝐸2)	(𝑐𝐸𝑅)	𝑆                                                                                                                    (1b) 
 
where k2 is the rate constant corresponding to the elevated degree of permeability of 
PM through the formation of adduct ((E2)/(cER)) in the cytoplasm. The formed adduct 
((E2)/(cER)) is not stable and decomposes with the formation of internal estradiol (i.e. 



inside the cytoplasm, (E2i)) and this kinetic equation corresponds to the kinetic 
product: 
 
𝑘6	((𝐸2)/(𝑐𝐸𝑅))                                                                                                                   (1c) 
 
where k3 is the rate constant corresponding to the decomposition ((E2)/cER)) of the 
adduct.  
Thus, using Eqs.1a – c, we can write for the overall rates of the individual steps: 
 
58(())
89

= 	𝑘,𝑧	𝑤	(𝐸2<	)	(𝐸2)	(𝑐𝐸𝑅) +	𝑘)	𝑆	(𝐸2)	(𝑐𝐸𝑅)                                                      (2a) 
 
58(>(?)

89
= 	𝑘,𝑧	𝑤	(𝐸2<	)	(𝐸2)	(𝑐𝐸𝑅) +	𝑘)	𝑆	(𝐸2)	(𝑐𝐸𝑅)                                                    (2b) 

 
8((())/(>(?))

89
= 	𝑘,𝑧	𝑤	(𝐸2<	)(𝐸2)	(𝑐𝐸𝑅) +	𝑘)	𝑆	(𝐸2)	(𝑐𝐸𝑅) −	𝑘6	((𝐸2)/(𝑐𝐸𝑅))            (2c) 

 
8(()A)
89

= 	𝑘6	((𝐸2)/(𝑐𝐸𝑅))                                                                                                    (2d) 
with the following initial conditions: 
 
(E2)(t = 0) = (E20), ((E2)/(cER))(t = 0) = 0, (E2i)(t = 0) = 0, (cER)(t = 0) = (cER0)                                                                           

 
It follows from Eqs.2a, b that: 
 
8(())
89

= 	 8(>(?)
89

,			and after integration:	(𝐸2) − (𝐸2<) = (𝑐𝐸𝑅) − (𝑐𝐸𝑅<)                        (3a) 
 
adding Eqs. 2a, c, d yields: 8(())

89
+ 8((())/((>(?))

89
+ 8(()A)

89
= 0 and, after integration: 

 
(𝐸2) − (𝐸2<) + ((𝐸2)/(𝑐𝐸𝑅)) + (𝐸2C) = 0                                                                       (3b) 
 
In the next step we express from Eq.3a: (𝑐𝐸𝑅) = (𝐸2) − (𝐸2<) + (𝑐𝐸𝑅<), substituting 
into Eqs. 2a, c where simultaneously we write S as (()*)5(())

(()*)
 and rearrange: 

 
58(())
89

= (𝐸2)((𝐸2) − (𝐸2<) + (𝑐𝐸𝑅<))(𝑘,𝑧	𝑤	(𝐸2<) + 𝑘) D1 −
(())
(()*)

F)                           (4a) 
 
8((())/(>(?))

89
= (𝐸2)((𝐸2) − (𝐸2<) + (𝑐𝐸𝑅<))(𝑘,𝑧	𝑤	(𝐸2<) + 𝑘) G1 −

(())
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H) − 𝑘6((𝐸2)/

(𝑐𝐸𝑅))                                                                                                                    (4b) 
 
8(()A)
89

= 𝑘6((𝐸2)/(𝑐𝐸𝑅))                                                                                                      (4c) 
 
Internal (E2i) is formed after decomposition ((E2)/(cER)) and then it follows from Eq.3b 
that: 



 
(𝐸2C) = (𝐸2<) − (𝐸2) − ((𝐸2)/(𝑐𝐸𝑅))                                                                              (4d) 
 
In the above-described measuring method, after completion of the reaction by intense 
centrifugation, the centrifugate contains both internal (𝐸2C) and extracellular (𝐸2) 
estradiol and the sperm together with the adduct ((E2)/(cER)) remain in the sediment. 
The measured concentration (C) is proportional to the total unbound estradiol content: 
k ((E2) + (E2i)) and Eq.4d yields its theoretical value: 
 
𝐶 = 𝑘J(𝐸2<) − ((𝐸2)/(𝑐𝐸𝑅)K, 	𝐶< = 𝑘	(𝐸2<)																																																						                    (5a) 
 
In order to simplify the set of Eqs. 4a, b as much as possible, minimize the number of 
variables and eliminate unknown values of constants z, w and (cER0), the relative 
concentrations will now be introduced: ε = 	 (())

(()*)
, α = 	 ((())/(>(?))

(()*)
, the molar ratio 	𝑛 =

	 (()*)
(>(?*)

, dimensionless time τ = 𝑡	(𝑐𝐸𝑅<)	𝑘,𝑧	𝑤	(𝐸2<,) = 𝑡	(𝑐𝐸𝑅<)	𝐾,, (so that 𝐾, =

	𝑘,𝑧	𝑤	(𝐸2<,)) and also constants 𝐾) = 	
RS
TU

, 𝐾6 = 	
RV

(>(?*)TU
 and fraction 𝐷 =	 (()*

´ )
(()*U)

, where 

it is best to take the highest added estradiol concentration for (E201) and J𝐸2<´ K is the 

currently selected initial estradiol concentration, so that (()*
´ )

(()*U)
 can assume values of 1, 

0.1 or 0.01. Thus, the D values are fixed by dilution. 
The B(t) value for the sperm of the BALB/c and C57BL/6Nvel strains of mice can then 
be expressed as: 
 
𝐵(𝑡) = 1 − ((())/(>(?))

(()*)
, thus 𝐵(𝑡) = 1 − α                                                                          (5b) 

 
The set of differential Eqs.4a – c then changes to the form: 
 
58Z
8[

= 	ε	(𝑛(ε − 1) + 1)	(𝐷 +	𝐾)(1 − ε))                                                                            (6a) 
 
8\
8[
= 	ε	(𝑛(ε − 1) + 1)	J𝐷 +	𝐾)(1 − ε)K − 𝐾6α                                                                  (6b) 

 
with initial conditions    𝜀(9^_) = 1     and 𝛼(9^<) = 0. 
The reaction is theoretically terminated for n ˂ 1, when ε = 0, α = 0 and thus 𝐵9_ = 1. 
For n > 1 the reaction is terminated for (cER) = 0, or n(ε – 1) + 1 = 0, so that 𝜀(9^_)	= 
1 − ,

b
 . According to Eq.5b, it also holds for α = 0 that 𝐵9_ = 1. Thus, all the curves end 

at limiting value 1. Equations 6a, b are solved by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method 
with step of h = 10-4. The actual time t is one hundred times greater than the calculated 
time τ and the results of the calculations are given in Table 2. Values D were 
determined by diluting the highest employed estradiol concentrations (200µg/L), 
corresponding to a value of D = 1. The molar ratio n was estimated from the shape of 
curve B(t) for dilution of D = 1. The other dilutions are given by a tenth and hundredth 



of the original value. Constants K2 and K3 were obtained by optimization (searching the 
minimum of absolute values of the difference between theoretical and experimentally 
obtained Bt values). 
 
Acrosome reaction 

Petri dishes were prepared containing either 100μL of M2 medium under 
paraffin oil (control) or 100μL of M2 medium containing concentrations of estradiol 
(200, 20 and 2μg/L) and capacitated for 90min as stated above in Capacitation method. 
The experimental dishes containing individual estradiol concentrations had the 
following set up: 1: estradiol alone was present in the M2 medium from the beginning 
of sperm capacitation (time 0); 2: progesterone (10μM, 3144µg/L) was added to the 
medium together with estradiol at the beginning of capacitation (time 0); 3: Both 
estradiol and progesterone were added after 90min of capacitation and sperm were 
incubated for an additional 90min. 

Sperm smears were prepared for every in vitro experiment stated above. Sperm 
were washed twice in PBS, smeared onto glass slides, air dried and fixed with 3.7% 
formaldehyde in PBS (pH 7.34) at room temperature for 10min, followed by washing 
in PBS. PNA lectin (Molecular Probes) was added at the concentration of 2.5mM in 
PBS. After washing, the slides were mounted into Vectashield mounting medium with 
DAPI (Vector Lab., Burlingame, CA, USA). The samples were examined with an 
Olympus IX81 fluorescent microscope. The rate of AR was monitored in 200 sperm in 
six individual experiments for control and each estradiol concentration and 
experimental groups. 
 
Immunofluorescent detection of sperm heads protein TyrP 

Sperm samples were spread on microscope slides. After air-drying, sperm were 
fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde in PBS (pH 7.34) at room temperature for 10min. Slides 
were washed with PBS which was followed by immunofluorescent staining. Sperm 
were blocked with 10% BSA in PBS for 1h and incubated with primary MAB anti-
phosphotyrosine P-Tyr-01 (Exbio, Prague, Czech Republic) diluted 1:500 in 1% BSA in 
PBS over night at 4°C, followed by Alexa Fluor 488 donkey anti-mouse IgG (Molecular 
Probes, Prague, Czech Republic) secondary antibody 1:1000 in PBS for 1h. Slides were 
mounted in Vectashield mounting medium with DAPI (Vector Laboratories, 
Burlingame, CA, USA). Slides were examined with an epifluorescent microscope. For 
every experiment, we collected sperm data from eight mice. The positive or negative 
signal was evaluated from a total of 200 spermatozoa on every slide. In each group, at 
least two samples were analyzed. Data were analyzed statistically. 
 

Analysis of sperm motility 
 Sperm motility parameters were analysed in experimental groups 1: M (control, 
sperm in capacitating medium) and 2: M + estradiol (capacitating medium with 
addition of estradiol - 200, 20 or 2µg/L). Preparation of samples was done in Petri 
dishes according to the following scheme: after 60min incubation of 100µL of 200, 20 
or 2µg/L solution of estradiol in media, sperm stock solution was added to obtain a 
final concentration of 5x106 sperm/mL. Each time 4 Petri dishes were used, each one 



contained 105µL of sample volume covered with 1mL of paraffin oil. Spermatozoa 
were incubated (37°C, 5% CO2) for up to 2h. At intervals (0, 30, 60, 90, 120 min after 
adding sperm) samples were collected. CASA Hamilton Thorne CEROS (Hamilton 
Thorne, Inc., USA) was used for sperm motility measurement. The system comprises 
of a computer, microscope (CX41, Olympus) with negative phase contrast, heating 
table and a camera (UI-1540-C, Olympus). Sperm tracks were captured in minimally 
10 fields at 37°C with a10x negative phase contrast objective (1). Afterwards, 
recordings were controlled in playback mode to avoid objects, which were not 
spermatozoa.  

Sperm suspensions were gently homogenized before analysis. For each motility 
measurement 30µl of sample was loaded into a chamber (100µm depth) of pre-warmed 
Leja Slide (Netherlands). To minimize an effect of flowing liquid, excess was removed 
from outside by cellulose tissue as recommended by the manufacturer. Recording was 
performed in the entire area of the chamber, but recorded fields were located out of 
edges to avoid Segre-Silberberg effect (2). Track and kinematics parameters were 
recorded for individual spermatozoa. Following kinematic parameters were analysed: 
curvilinear velocity (VCL, µm/s), average path velocity (VAP, µm/s), straight line 
velocity (VSL, µm/s) and amplitude of lateral head displacement (ALH, µm). 
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Appendix B 
Tables and Figures  
 

Table A1. The mean concentrations (C, µg/L) of total unbound estradiol and their 
standard deviations (n´ = 3) obtained by HPLC-MS/MS for three tested 
concentrations (200, 20 and 2 µg/L); the mean values were calculated as the average 
of the mean values (each sample was measured in 5 replicates) obtained for three 
parallel sets. 

 
200 µg/L 

Capacitation time (min) BALB/c C57BL/6Nvel Blank 
0 196.00 ± 0.80 195.50 ± 0.73 195.70 ± 0.40 
30 189.14 ± 0.75 184.53 ± 0.68 196.00 ± 0.60 
60 192.67 ± 0.72 186.20 ± 0.30 195.70 ± 0.20 
90 193.91 ± 0.86 189.93 ± 0.82 196.00 ± 0.70 
120 195.10 ± 0.65 191.50 ± 0.71 196.00 ± 0.50 
150 195.41 ± 0.50 192.37 ± 0.77 196.40 ± 0.10 
180 195.61 ± 0.70 193.36 ± 0.80 196.10 ± 0.60 

 

20 µg/L 
Capacitation time (min) BALB/c C57BL/6Nvel Blank 

0 17.90 ± 0.60 18.10 ± 0.50 18.30 ± 0.20 
30 17.28 ± 0.40 17.39 ± 0.20 18.25 ± 0.15 
60 16.45 ± 0.10 16.97 ± 0.20 18.40 ± 0.25 
90 15.64 ± 0.40 16.36 ± 0.30 18.30 ± 0.10 
120 15.86 ± 0.30 16.67 ± 0.30 18.35 ± 0.25 
150 16.36 ± 0.40 16.92 ± 0.20 18.20 ± 0.30 
180 16.96 ± 0.20 17.30 ± 0.10 18.25 ± 0.29 

 
2 µg/L 

Capacitation time (min) BALB/c C57BL/6Nvel Blank 
0 1.60 ± 0.10 1.69 ± 0.06 1.71 ± 0.05 
30 1.58 ± 0.05 1.67 ±  0.05 1.70 ± 0.04 
60 1.55 ± 0.07 1.64 ± 0.07 1.72 ± 0.04 
90 1.50 ± 0.06 1.56 ± 0.06 1.71 ± 0.04 
120 1.34 ± 0.09 1.45 ± 0.08 1.69 ± 0.05 
150 1.20 ± 0.10 1.38 ± 0.05 1.71 ± 0.04 
180 1.24 ± 0.09 1.60 ± 0.07 1.70 ± 0.03 

 
 

 



Table A2. Results of linear mixed-effect models involving curvilinear velocity (VCL) 
or the amplitude of lateral head displacement (ALH) as dependent variables, and 
estradiol concentration as fixed explanatory variable in two inbred mouse strains. 
Male identity (n = 3 in BALB/c and 4 in C57BL/6N) was included as random intercept, 
while time of recording (0s, 30s, 60s and 120s) was included as random slope. 
Treatment contrasts (estradiol concentration = 0) are shown, with control group mean 
values as intercepts; values for other groups are expressed as differences (and 
associated standard errors) between the mean of each group and mean of the 
respective control group. 

 

 BALB/c  C57BL/6N  
Estradiol concentrations Estimate [SE] t-value Estimate [SE] t-value 

VLC     
control (intercept) 82.88 [3.17] 26.13 107.99 [4.41] 24.47 

2µg/L -12.78 [3.45] -3.71 -0.14 [2.58] -0.05 
20µg/L -7.98 [3.45] -2.35 -2.61 [2.58] -1.01 

200µg/L -1.52 [3.45] -0.44 0.08 [2.58] 0.03 
ALH     

control (intercept) 12.04 [0.34] 35.95 12.41 [0.20] 61.15 
2µg/L -0.38 [0.47] -0.78 0.43 [0.25] 1.69 
20µg/L -0.85 [0.47] -1.79 0.74 [0.25] 2.89 

200µg/L 0.08 [0.47] 0.17 0.40 [0.25] 1.55 
 

 

Table A3. Parameters of the calibration curve (standard deviations in parentheses), 
limit of detection (LOD) and quantitation (LOQ) for estradiol in M2 capacitating 
medium, a.u – arbitrary unit.  

Compound Slope 
(L/µg a.u.·s) 

Intercept 
(a.u.·s) 

Correlation 
coefficient 

LOD  
(µg/L) 

LOQ  
(µg/L) 

Estradiol 0.0152 (0.0033) 0.0704 (0.0091) 0.9955 0.3 1.1 
 

 
 
 
 



 
Figure A1. Sperm head Tyrosine phosphorylation. Number of positive sperm heads 
for protein TyrP after 0, 60 and 90min of capacitation in presence of estradiol (E2) 
under capacitating (capacitating M2 medium: M/M+E2) and non-capacitating (BSA 
absence in the medium: M no BSA/M no MSA+E2) conditions evaluated by 
immunofluorescent staining. Capacitation progress was measured by anti-TyrP 
antibody. *P˂0.05, **P˂0.01, ***P˂0.001. 
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Abstract: 17α-Ethynylestradiol (EE2), a synthetic estrogen used in contraceptive pills, is resistant to
hepatic degradation and is excreted in the urine. It is chemically stable and has a negative impact on
the endocrine system. The aim of this work was to mathematically describe the possible interaction
of EE2 (200, 20, and 2 µg/L) with sperm estrogen receptors during sperm maturation, which is called
capacitation. The concentrations of the unbound EE2 remaining in capacitating medium during
180 min of sperm capacitation were determined at 30 min intervals by high performance liquid
chromatography with tandem mass spectrometric detection (HPLC-MS/MS) and the data obtained
(relative concentrations Bt) were subjected to kinetic analysis. The suggested kinetic schema was
described by the system of differential equations with the optimization of rate constants used to
calculate the theoretical Bt values. Optimal parameters (overall rate constants K1–K5 and molar
ratio n) were determined by searching the minimum of absolute values of the difference between
theoretical and experimental Bt values. These values were used for the design of the theoretical B(t)
curves which fit to experimental points. The proposed kinetic model assumes the formation of an
unstable adduct between EE2 and the receptor in cytoplasm, which acts as an autocatalytic agent and
gradually decomposes.

Keywords: 17α-ethynylestradiol; EE2; sperm capacitation; kinetics; autocatalysis; HPLC-MS/MS

1. Introduction

The estrogenic hormone 17α-ethynylestradiol (EE2) belongs to a group of pollutants termed
estrogenic endocrine-disrupting chemicals (E-EDC), which are chemical substances in the environment
that have a negative impact on the endocrine systems of animals and also humans [1]. E-EDCs enter
the environment in the form of waste products as a result of elevated production and consumption of a
number of drugs, e.g., hormonal contraceptives or supportive substances [2], and already constitute a
toxicological reproductive risk at very low concentrations (ng/L). These substances can, in fact, simulate
the behavior of endogenic estrogenic hormones, which control a number of physiological processes,
including sperm maturation and preparation for fertilization, binding to their receptors [2–4] (estrogen
receptors (ERs), nuclear receptors (nER), and membrane (mER) and cytoplasmic (cER) receptors) [5,6].
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EE2 is a synthetic hormone used in hormonal contraception and is resistant to decomposition
in the liver [7,8]. After ingestion, it is excreted in the urine, most often as a conjugate (glucuronate
or sulphate), and thus enters waste waters, and, after deconjugation, can act as an E-EDC in the
environment [9]. Its subsequent binding to an estrogen receptor can inhibit the secretion of the
gonadotropin-releasing hormone and subsequently the secretion of the luteinizing hormone, leading
to a reduction in the function or activity of the testes and directly affecting spermatogenesis, i.e., the
process of formation and development of sperm, resulting in a male sex cell [10,11]. The sperm could
then be morphologically mature, but not capable of fertilizing an egg [12].

Under normal circumstances, following ejaculation into the female reproductive system, sperm
undergo complex biochemical and physiological changes, summarily termed capacitation [13]. Only
capacitated sperm gain progressive motility (sperm hyperactivation) and are capable of penetrating
through the egg envelope (in a process known as the acrosome reaction) and fertilizing the egg [14].
Capacitation in vivo, which includes membrane rearrangement, cholesterol efflux, activation of specific
signal transduction pathways leading to protein tyrosine phosphorylation (TyrP) and cytoskeleton
rearrangements [15–17], takes place in the uterus and fallopian tubes and is activated by substances
excreted from the female genital tract. The capacitation process in vitro can take place under exactly
delimited conditions employing incubation of sperm in a capacitation/fertilization medium containing
albumin and calcium ions, at a temperature of 37 ◦C and in an atmosphere with 5% CO2, which
imitates the physiological environment in female genital tracts [15,18]. In order to study the effect
of the presence of exogenous hormones on sperm capacitation in vitro, it is important to determine
how capable the sperm is of binding these hormones during these processes and the dynamics of
this process.

Methods of studying the effect of estrogenic hormones on sperm capacitation have been published
only sporadically in the literature. Immunochemical methods have been used to study the effect
of estrogens on the capacitation of mouse sperm in vivo [19] and boar sperm in vitro [20]. It has
been found that sperm capacitation in vitro is substantially modulated by the presence of estrogens
and that its speed can also be increased [21–23]. The effect of estriol on the capacitation of mouse
sperm has been studied by HPLC with UV detection, but with low detection sensitivity [24]. The
method was greatly improved by using sensitive HPLC-MS/MS methods for monitoring the action
of 17β-estradiol (E2) on the capacitation of mouse sperm in vitro, enabling monitoring of changes in
hormone concentration levels during sperm capacitation even at the level of units of µg/L [25,26], thus
approaching real values of potential exposure. The obtained results were subjected to kinetic analysis,
which has been used successfully to study the mechanism of the action of fluorides and aluminum
fluoride complexes on the capacitation ability of mouse sperm [27]. The results of kinetic analysis of
concentration changes on the receptors of unbound E2 during time-dependent sperm capacitation
have demonstrated that E2 is first adsorbed on the surface of plasmatic membranes and subsequently
passes into the cytoplasm, where it forms an unstable adduct with the receptors; the formation of this
adduct has an autocatalytic effect [26]. It has thus been found that the application of kinetic analysis to
the experimentally obtained data could be a useful instrument in monitoring sperm responses to the
action of external factors and for prediction of kinetically specific mechanisms at a molecular level,
including selected signal pathways.

This study focuses on the effect of synthetic EE2 on mouse sperm capacitation and comparison
of the EE2 action with E2 [26]. An HPLC-MS/MS method capable of monitoring the concentration
changes in unbound EE2 during time-dependent capacitation of mouse sperm in capacitating medium
is developed, and the results obtained are subjected to kinetic analysis.

2. Results

2.1. HPLC-MS/MS Analysis

The ability of bovine serum albumin (BSA) to bind some estrogen substances, especially under
in vitro conditions (tempering for 60 min in an incubator at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2), has been described in
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the literature [28–30]. Experiments were conducted to clarify whether EE2 is bound to BSA, and, if so,
for how long. Consequently, samples were taken at times of 0, 30, 60, and 90 min during tempering of
EE2 in the capacitating medium (200, 20, and 2 µg/L) under in vitro conditions and were subsequently
analyzed by the developed HPLC-MS/MS method. It was found that the EE2 concentration decreases
during tempering. If the values of the relevant concentrations are compared at the start (200, 20, and
2 µg/L) and after 60 min (~180, 18, and 1.8 µg/L) of tempering, it can be seen that their differences
(~20, 2, and 0.2 µg/L) decrease with decrease in the initial EE2 concentration following the concept of
simple equilibrium. The EE2 concentration decreases especially in the first 30 min and then remains
practically constant up to 90 min, which means that after 30 min no EE2 binds to BSA. This is very
important because at 60 min, when tempering of the prepared biological samples is terminated, the
sperm are immediately added to the sample and their capacitation begins.

The process of capacitation was monitored for the time range 0 to 180 min with a 30 min interval
between sample collections. The biological sample (EE2 in capacitating medium with the addition of
sperm) was measured in three parallel sets (n’ = 3) where each set represented sperm collected from
one individual. Blanks (no sperm) were also prepared for each tested concentration. The course of the
entire measurement for the tested EE2 concentrations is depicted in Figure 1A–C. It can be seen in
Figure 1A–C that there is a gradual decrease in the concentration of EE2 in the time interval 0 to 60 min,
with a minimum value on the curve at around 60 min of capacitation for all the measured concentrations
(200, 20, and 2 µg/L). This means that the greatest binding of the hormone by sperm occurred around
60 min of capacitation. Subsequently, after the first decrease, the hormone concentration increased
until the end of capacitation, i.e., to 180 min, when the concentration of the overall unbound EE2
approached the original concentration value at time 0 min. This gradual increase in concentration was
caused by the slow release of EE2 bound in the sperm. On the other hand, analysis of the blank samples
demonstrated that the EE2 concentration was practically constant for the whole measured time. For
comparison of the results obtained for various dilutions of EE2 (concentrations 200, 20, and 2 µg/L) it is
useful to introduce relative values of Bt, calculated as C(t)/C(t=0) (for the individual capacitation times),
which are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Relative concentration Bt calculated from the means of measured EE2 time-dependent
concentrations C (n’ = 3) obtained during capacitation for three tested EE2 concentrations (see Figure 1).

Capacitation Time (min)
Bt

200 µg/L 20 µg/L 2 µg/L

0 1.000 1.000 1.000
30 0.983 0.953 0.914
60 0.966 0.920 0.856
90 0.972 0.956 0.881
120 0.990 0.983 0.909
150 0.994 0.996 0.926
180 1.000 1.000 0.946
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Figure 1. Dependencies of the concentration of the overall unbound 17α-ethynylestradiol (EE2) on
the time of mouse sperm capacitation in vitro. The tested concentrations of EE2 in the capacitating
medium were (A) 200 µg/L, (B) 20 µg/L, and (C) 2 µg/L. The samples were prepared in three parallel
sets, where each set represented sperm collected from one individual (dots). The blanks were prepared
and measured in parallel (triangles). Experimental conditions: 50/50 (v/v) acetronitrile (ACN)/H2O,
both containing 0.1% formic acid (HCOOH), measured in the multiple reaction monitoring (MRM)
mode for transition 279.1→ 133.0; the error bars were calculated using the standard deviations (n’ = 3).
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2.2. Kinetic Analysis of the HPLC-MS/MS Data

The obtained HPLC-MS/MS data was subjected to kinetic analysis to determine the mechanism of
EE2 action on sperm during their capacitation. The curve interposed by the experimentally measured
points (concentration of unbound EE2 in dependence on the time of sperm capacitation (Figure 1)),
exhibited an autocatalytic character. This followed from two parameters: the slope (tangent) of the
dependence of the measured quantity on time became steeper during the interaction, i.e., the interaction
rate increased, and the hormone (EE2) formed an adduct (EE2-R) with the receptor (R). However, the
adduct was unstable and subsequently decomposed, increasing the concentration of unbound EE2. The
concept of the autocatalytic course is based on the fact that similar behavior has already been described
for E2 [26]. This means that the initial formation of the adduct (non-catalytic step) leads to increased
accessibility of the cytoplasmic membrane (termed signaling). The energy released in the formation of
bonds between the receptor and the hormone is transferred by the bond system of the macromolecular
receptors to the surface of the membrane, where it causes relaxation of this membrane and becomes
more permeable for the passage of a higher amount of extracellular EE2 (autocatalytic step).

Four hypothetical possibilities can be considered to describe the decomposition of the adduct
located inside the cytoplasmic membrane of sperm: (i) the decomposition produces active EE2i and
active R, both capable of further interactions; (ii) the decomposition produces active EE2i and inactive
receptor R’; (iii) the decomposition produces active receptor R and inactive hormone EE2i’; and (iv) the
decomposition yields both inactive products, i.e., R’ and EE2i’. The last two reactions (iii) and (iv) can
be rejected because it follows from the experimental data that at the end of the interaction between the
hormone and sperm, the hormone returns to its starting concentration. Thus, we can consider reactions
(i) and (ii) only. Because both of the components formed in the first reaction (i) are active, it is easy to
imagine a reverse back (equilibrium) reaction between the hormone and the receptor in the cytoplasm.
On the other hand, the second reaction (ii) is unidirectional and leads to deactivation of the receptor.
The two reactions, (i) and (ii), can take place simultaneously and this phenomenon can be considered
as a disturbance of the equilibrium (i.e., a pseudo-equilibrium reaction). The whole process can be
described by the simple scheme shown in Figure 2. It follows from the scheme that monitoring of the
EE2 concentration by HPLC/MS-MS (described in Section 2.1) is related to the overall concentration
of free, unbound hormone, i.e., the original EE2 and the internal EE2i. After centrifugation, both
components of the hormone are present in the supernatant; on the other hand, the hormone bound
in the complex with the receptor (adduct: EE2-R) remains in the sediment and its concentration is
not measured.
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Figure 2. Simplified process of the interaction between hormone and sperm receptor, where EE2 is the
extracellular hormone, R is the active sperm receptor, EE2-R is the adduct, EE2i is the internal unbound
hormone and R’ is the inactive sperm receptor; 1 and 2 represent rate constants of the non-autocatalytic
(1) and autocatalytic (2) formation of EE2-R which are ongoing simultaneously, 3 and 5 represent rate
constants of adduct decomposition, and 4 represents the rate constant of the back reaction.

Furthermore, the kinetic scheme describes kinetic products and rate constants (K1–K5) in the form
of the following rate equations. For brevity, the term EE2 is replaced in the equations by the symbol
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E, also designating its molar concentration under various experimental conditions. R designates the
receptor and its concentration, the symbol ER stands for the adduct, Ei is the internal free hormone in
the cytoplasm, and ε is the relative concentration of unbound hormone outside the membrane.

−dE
dt

= E×R(K1 + K2 × (1− ε)) (1)

−dR
dt

= E×R(K1 + K2 × (1− ε)) + K4 × Ei ×R−K3 × (ER) (2)

d(ER)
dt

= E×R(K1 + K2 × (1− ε)) + K4 × Ei ×R− (K3 + K5) × (ER) (3)

Equation (1) describes the decrease in hormone E on reaction with receptor R by non-autocatalytic
(K1) and autocatalytic (K2) reactions, Equation (2) describes the decrease in the receptor through
its reaction with the external (K1, K2) and internal hormone (K4) and increase by the adduct
decomposition (K3), and Equation (3) describes the increase in the adduct through the non-autocatalytic
(K1), autocatalytic (K2), and back (K4) reactions and decrease through the equilibrium (K3) and
pseudo-equilibrium (K5) reactions. The derivation of the individual differential equations and reasons
for their specific position are described in detail in Section 4.4.

The parameters of the theoretical B(t) curves, i.e., the rate constants K0–K5 and the molar ratio
n, were optimized by looking for the minima in the absolute values of the difference between the
theoretical and experimental Bt values using the Matlab program. The results of optimization of the
rate constants and parameter n are listed in Table 2, and Figure 3 shows very good agreement between
the theoretical curves and the experimental points.

Table 2. Calculated constants for three tested EE2 concentrations, where C is the tested concentration,
n is the molar ratio, K1–K5 are the overall rate constants, K0 is the basic rate constant of the first step in
the formation of the adduct, and R0 is the number of total receptors.

C (µg/L) K1 = K0/n K2 K3’ = (K3 + K5)/R0 K4 K5’ = K5/R0 n K0 = K1·n

200 0.029 10 49 12 20 2.44 0.0725
20 0.098 10 49 12 20 0.770 0.0734
2 0.270 10 49 12 20 0.265 0.0715
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Figure 3. Theoretical shape of the B(t) curves obtained by integration of the kinetic equations for the
selected concentrations (A) 200 µg/L, (B) 20 µg/L, and (C) 2 µg/L, molar ratios n, and optimized values
of K1–K5 (see Table 3) with designation of the Bt points obtained in the experiment (see Table 2).

3. Discussion

The results show that with the simultaneous progress of the equilibrium and pseudo-equilibrium
reactions, the course of the B(t) curves can be described over almost two concentration orders simply
by a change in parameter n with unvarying rate constants. This is perfect behavior in which the
description of the kinetic scheme reflects its suitability. The correctness of the proposed model is
further confirmed by the positions of the minima on the B(t) curves, which are in agreement with the
experimental values. The kinetic model and positions of the individual kinetic equations demonstrate
that EE2 binds rapidly to the receptors but that this is a very weak bond. This also corresponds to the
character of the values of the decomposition rate constants, which are larger than the rate constants of
adduct formation. The adduct is unstable and is connected with inactivation of the binding receptor.
The back reaction progresses relatively easily.

The theoretical shape of the B(t) curves obtained for synthetic EE2 mimics behavior of endogenic
E2 [26]; this means that the course has similar autocatalytic character. The differences between these
two hormones are in the position of the minimum of curves. In the case of EE2 the minimum remains
at the constant position of capacitation time (60 min) and does not depend on the tested concentration.
On the other hand, with increasing E2 concentration, the position of the minimum value shifts to
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longer times (from 30 min for 200 µg/L to 90 min for 2 µg/L) as a result of initial adsorption of E2 on
the plasma membrane surface controlled by the Langmuir isotherm.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Chemicals, Reagents, and Animals

Acetonitrile (ACN) for LC-MS, Chromasolv (purity ≥ 99.9%), deuterated β-estradiol-16,16,17-d3
(estradiol-d3) (purity 98%), and commercial capacitating M2 culture media for in vitro sperm
capacitation and fertilization (M7167) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany).
Ethanol (purity ≥ 96% p.a.) was obtained from Lachner (Neratovice, Czech Republic). Paraffin oil
was provided by Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany). Formic acid (HCOOH) (purity 98% p.a.) and
17α-ethynylestradiol (purity 98%) were obtained from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). Deionized
water (1.85 µS, Milli-Q water purification system Millipore, Burlington, MA, USA) was used in all
the experiments.

Laboratory inbred strain of house mouse BALB/c was used for the experiments. The mice were
housed in animal facilities of the Institute of Molecular Genetics of Czech Academy of Science, Prague,
and food and water were supplied ad libitum. All the animal procedures and all the experimental
protocols were approved by the Animal Welfare Committee of the Czech Academy of Sciences (Animal
Ethics Number 66866/2015-MZE-17214, 18 December 2015).

4.2. Instrumentation and Chromatographic Conditions

The HPLC equipment (Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany) consisted of a 1290 Infinity
Series LC (a quaternary pump, degasser, thermostatic auto sampler, and column oven). A Triple
Quad LC/MS 6460 tandem mass spectrometer (Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany) with an
electrospray ionization interface was used for the detection. The signal was processed and data were
handled using MassHunter Workstation Acquisition and MassHunter Qualitative Analysis Software
(Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany).

All the instrumental MS-MS parameters were optimized. ESI (+) conditions in the MRM mode for
EE2 were capillary voltage 4000 V, nebulizer pressure 55 psi, gas temperature 350 ◦C, and nitrogen
flow rate 10 L/min. For EE2 the m/z 279.1→ 133.0 transition (fragmentor voltage 100 V, collision energy
15 V, and parameter dwell 400 ms) and for estradiol-d3 the m/z 258.5→ 158.9 transition (fragmentor
voltage 100 V, collision energy 15 V, and parameter dwell 400 ms) were monitored, respectively.

The separation system was based on the publication of Bosakova et al. [26] with a Kinetex EVO
column C18 (100 × 3.0 mm, 2.6 µm, Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA) and a mobile phase containing a
binary mixture of ACN/water with addition of 0.1% HCOOH in both parts at a volume ratio of 50/50
(v/v); the flow rate was 0.3 mL/min. The column temperature was held at 21 ± 0.5 ◦C. The amount of
sample injected equaled 7.5 µL. Estradiol-d3, which was used as an internal standard (IS) at a final
concentration of 25 µg/L (diluted in capacitating medium) was added to each sample. The retention
times of IS and EE2 were 3.1 and 3.7 min, respectively. Because of the complex capacitating medium
containing inorganic and organic components, of which especially bovine serum albumin (4.0 g/L) can
cause difficulties during the separation and detection processes, the eluate was fed to waste from 0 to
2.5 min and to the MS detector only from 2.5 to 5.0 min.

The linearity of the method was determined from the calibration curve constructed by plotting
the ratio of the peak areas of EE2 to that of IS against the analyte concentration. It was statistically
analyzed by 1/x weighted linear regression analysis using the least-squares regression method. The
obtained data was linear (y = 0.0252x − 0.0298, R2 = 0.9989) in the whole measured calibration range
1–225 µg/L. Relative standard deviations (n’ = 5) varied from 1.8–3.3%. The limit of detection (0.88 µg/L)
and limit of quantitation (1.21 µg/L) were calculated as the 3.3 × σ/S and 10 × σ/S ratios, respectively,
where σ was the baseline noise of the sample and S was the slope of the regression curve (based on
peak heights) constructed from the calibration curve. The accuracy, precision, and repeatability were
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measured at three EE2 concentration levels (200, 20, and 2 µg/L). Intra-day and inter-day accuracy and
precision (each n’ = 5) were determined by repeatedly assaying samples on the same day and on two
consecutive days, respectively. The results are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Validation parameters for intra-day and inter-day accuracy and precision (n’ = 5).

C (Theoretical)
(µg/L)

Intra-Day
(µg/L)

Accuracy
(%)

Precision
(%)

Inter-Day
(µg/L)

Accuracy
(%)

Precision
(%)

200 202.1 ± 0.2 101.1 1.07 203.3 ± 0.4 101.6 1.63
20 19.9 ± 0.01 99.5 0.55 19.8 ± 0.1 99.1 0.90
2 1.9 ± 0.01 97.0 3.00 1.91 ± 0.04 95.5 4.50

4.3. Capacitation of Mouse Sperm In Vitro

Thirty-five millimeter Petri dishes obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Rochester, NY, USA)
were used for the capacitation in vitro. An Olympus CX 21 inverted-light microscope and Olympus
epifluorescent microscope were supplied by Olympus (Prague, Czech Republic). An NB-203 incubator
was purchased from N-BIOTEK (Gyeonggi-do, Korea). A Telstar Bio-IIA incubator and BioTek laminar
box from N-BIOTEK (Gyeonggi-do, Korea) were used for the in vitro sperm cultivation.

Firstly, a stock solution of the EE2 standard with a concentration of 200 mg/L was prepared
in ethanol, from which working ethanol solutions of EE2 with concentrations of 20 and 2 mg/L
were diluted. In the laminar box, 1 µL of the working ethanol solution of EE2 with the appropriate
concentration (200, 20, or 2 mg/L) was pipetted, diluted by capacitating medium to a volume of 1 mL in
the test tube so that the final test concentration of EE2 in the capacitating medium was obtained (200,
20, or 2 µg/L), and the ethanol content was minimized and remained constant. Subsequently, 100 µL of
solution with the appropriate concentration was pipetted into the fertilization Petri dish. The pipetted
mixture in the Petri dish was covered with 1 mL of paraffin oil. The prepared Petri dishes were placed
in the incubator and tempered for 60 min at a temperature of 37 ◦C and with 5% CO2 in the air.

The spermatozoa which were recovered from the distal region of the cauda epididymidis were
placed in the fertilization Petri dishes with capacitating medium and paraffin oil and then placed for
10 min in the incubator for sperm release. Then, the stock concentration of mouse sperm was adjusted
to 5 × 106 sperm/mL. During preparation, the motility of the sperm was controlled under a microscope.

The biological sample was prepared as follows. Following 60 min of tempering, 5 µL of the stock
sperm were added to 100 µL of the EE2 sample in capacitating medium (200, 20, or 2 µg/L). For each
capacitation time (0–180 min) eight Petri dishes containing 105 µL of sample covered with 1 mL of
paraffin oil were prepared. The dishes prepared in this way were incubated again under the same
conditions for various time periods (0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, and 180 min after adding the sperm), during
which sperm capacitation took place. After the individual times, samples (only the solutions with the
capacitating medium and without the paraffin oil), were pipetted from all eight Petri dishes into a
single micro-test tube, which was centrifuged for 10 min at 12,000 rpm. In this way the sperm were
separated from the solution and approximately 600 µL of supernatant was obtained for HPLC-MS/MS
analysis of free, sperm-unbound EE2. This sample represented one sampling time during capacitation.

In order to eliminate any systematic errors during sample preparation (e.g., partial evaporation of
samples during incubation or differences in collection of the supernatant after centrifugation, etc.),
reference samples (blanks) without addition of mouse sperm were prepared simultaneously under the
same experimental conditions.

Prior to the actual HPLC-MS/MS analysis, 20 µL of estradiol-d3 (IS) with a concentration of
250 µg/L was added to each biological sample as well as to each blank (180 µL).

The matrix effect was investigated by comparison of the results (EE2/IS peak area ratios) obtained
for samples prepared by two different procedures: (i) the sample was prepared by addition of EE2 and
IS to the supernatant, which was obtained after the capacitating medium with sperm covered with
paraffin oil was tempered, the paraffin oil removed, and the capacitating medium centrifuged; (ii) the
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sample was prepared by addition of EE2 and IS to the capacitating medium. Each experiment was
performed in triplicate for all EE2 concentrations (200, 20, and 2 µg/L). The recovery percentages of the
samples with EE2 concentrations of 200, 20, and 2 µg/L were 94.3, 97.1, and 95.8%, respectively.

4.4. Mathematical Model

As was described in Section 2.2, the term EE2 has been replaced in equations with the symbol E,
which also designates its molar concentration under various experimental conditions. R designates the
receptor and its concentration, symbol ER stands for the adduct, Ei is the internal free hormone in the
cytoplasmic membrane, and R’ is the inactive receptor. The formation of the ER adduct following the
interaction of hormone E with receptor R on the sperm leads to relaxation of the cytoplasmic membrane.

Because the amount of adduct formed is proportional to the difference E(t=0)–E(t) and because the
amount of hormone at the end of the reaction equals 0, the degree of relaxation of membrane S can be

defined as
E(t=0)−E(t)

E(t=0)
, meaning S = 1 − ε, where ε is the relative concentration of unbound hormone

outside the membrane. Autocatalytic formation of the adduct thus progresses with rate “constant”
k1 + S× k2 = k1 + k2 × (1− ε).

Taking into consideration all the possibilities, this can be described by the following system of
kinetic equations, i.e., Equations (1)–(7).

dEi
dt

= (K3 + K5) × (ER) − (K4 × Ei ×R) (4)

dR′

dt
= K5 × (ER) (5)

Equation (1) describes the decrease in hormone E by reaction with receptor R by non-autocatalytic
(K1) and autocatalytic (K2) reactions, Equation (2) describes the decrease in the receptor through
its reaction with the external (K1, K2) and internal hormone (K4) and increase by the adduct
decomposition (K3), and Equation (3) describes the increase in the adduct through the non-autocatalytic
(K1), autocatalytic (K2), and back (K4) reactions and decrease through the equilibrium (K3) and
pseudo-equilibrium (K5) reactions. Equation (4) describes the increase of the internal hormone Ei by
the adduct decomposition (K3 and K5) and its decrease by back K4 reaction. Equation (5) describes the
formation (K5) of inactive receptor R’.

The balance equation for the hormone (Equation (6)) and the balance equation for the receptor
(Equation (7)) are valid, i.e.,

Eo = E + (ER) + Ei so that Ei = Eo − E− (ER) (6)

Ro = R + (ER) + R′ so that R = Ro − (ER) −R′ (7)

In the kinetic equations, Ei and R can be expressed according to Equations (6) and (7), meaning
the set of kinetic equations is reduced to three for variables E, (ER), and R’.

Further, the relative variables are introduced, i.e.,

E
Eo

= ε
(ER)

Eo
= α

Eo

Ro
= n

R′

Ro
= β (8)

Equation (8) can also be used to describe the relative concentration of the internal hormone Ei
E0

and the relative concentration of the receptor R
R0

in Equations (6) and (7).

Ei
Eo

= 1− ε− α
R
Ro

= 1−
(ER)

Ro
−

R′

Ro
so that

R
Ro

= 1− α× n− β (9)
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Introduction of the relative concentrations and generalized time τ = R0 × t yields a set of three
differential equations, Equations (10)–(12), i.e.,

−dε
dT

= (K1 + K2 × (1− ε)) × (1− n× α− β) × ε (10)

dα
dT = (K1 + K2 × (1− ε)) × (1− n× α− β) × ε−

(K3
Ro

+ K5
Ro

)
× α

+K4(1− ε− α) × (1− n× α− β)
(11)

dβ
dT

= n× α×
K5

Ro
(12)

where the definitions of K3’ and K5’ are

K3

R0
= K3

′;
K5

R0
= K5

′ (13)

Furthermore, the kinetic scheme employs kinetic products and rate constants in the form of rate
equations. The relative values are introduced for the individual variables and the system is solved
by numerical integration with simultaneous optimization of the rate constants, including parameter
n. Because the sum of the relative concentrations of free hormone B and sperm-bonded hormone α

must equal 1, B equals 1–α. Quantity B can be measured and also theoretically calculated from α. For
the given kinetic scheme, comparison of the theoretical values with the experimental values makes it
possible to decide whether the proposed kinetic scheme is credible.

The equations are solved by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with step of h = 10−4. The
parameters of the theoretical B(t) curves, i.e., the rate constants and the molar ratio n, were optimized by
looking for the minima of the absolute values of the difference between the theoretical and experimental
Bt values. The obtained constant values are given in Table 2 and the shapes of the theoretical curves
are depicted in Figure 3.

5. Conclusions

In this work, an HPLC-MS/MS method was developed and validated for analysis of EE2
concentration in capacitating medium. This method was subsequently used to monitor the concentration
changes of the free hormone not bound by mouse sperm during time-dependent capacitation. The
experimentally (HPLC-MS/MS) obtained Bt data were subjected to kinetic analysis and the kinetic
model, described by three principal kinetic equations, was designed as follows. Extracellular EE2
can bind to the plasma membrane receptors, forming the adduct in cytoplasm. Once formed, the
adduct serves as an autocatalytic agent, acting on the plasma membrane to increase its fluidity. This
leads to an increase in the interaction rate between the hormone and the receptor in the cytoplasm.
However, the formed adduct is unstable and gradually decomposes. The decomposition can produce
the active form of the internal hormone (EE2i) and active receptor (R) in the cytoplasm, which are both
capable of further interactions, enabling a reverse back (equilibrium) reaction. The decomposition can
also lead to the deactivation of the receptor (R’) during a unidirectional reaction. Both reactions can
take place simultaneously and can be considered to be a pseudo-equilibrium reaction (Figure 2). The
monitoring of EE2 concentration by HPLC/MS-MS in capacitating medium is related to the overall
concentration of free unbound hormone, i.e., the original extracellular EE2 together with the internal
EE2i. After centrifugation, both components of the hormone are present in the supernatant, but on
the other hand, the hormone bound in the complex with the receptor (adduct: EE2-R) remains in the
sediment and its concentration is not measured. Very good agreement of the experimental Bt values
with the theoretically calculated values confirms that the proposed kinetic scheme is credible.

The theoretical shape of the B(t) curves obtained for synthetic EE2 mimics behavior of endogenic
E2 [26]; this means that the course has similar autocatalytic character. The differences between EE2
and E2 are in the position of the minimum of B(t) curves for the increased initial tested concentration
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of these two hormones. For EE2, it remains at a constant position of capacitation time and does not
depend on the tested concentration. On the other hand, with the increasing E2 concentration, the
position of the minimum value shifts to longer times as a result of initial adsorption of E2 on the
plasma membrane surface controlled by the Langmuir isotherm. The results suggest that this new
analytical–mathematical approach to reproductive biology, such as the study of the mechanism of
action of steroid hormones on sperm capacitation, is of a more general nature and can be used in a
broader context of endocrine signaling.
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Abstract: 17α-estradiol (αE2), an endogenous stereoisomer of the hormone 17β-estradiol (E2), is
capable of binding to estrogen receptors (ER). We aimed to mathematically describe, using exper-
imental data, the possible interactions between αE2 and sperm ER during the process of sperm
capacitation and to develop a kinetic model. The goal was to compare the suggested kinetic model
with previously published results of ER interactions with E2 and 17α-ethynylestradiol (EE2). The
HPLC-MS/MS method was developed to monitor the changes of αE2 concentration during capacita-
tion. The calculated relative concentrations Bt were used for kinetic analysis. Rate constants k and
molar ratio n were optimized and used for the construction of theoretical B(t) curves. Modifications
in αE2–ER interactions were discovered during comparison with models for E2 and EE2. These new
interactions displayed autocatalytic formation of an unstable adduct between the hormone and the
cytoplasmic receptors. αE2 accumulates between the plasma membrane lipid bilayer with increasing
potential, and when the critical level is reached, αE2 penetrates through the inner layer of the plasma
membrane into the cytoplasm. It then rapidly reacts with the ER and creates an unstable adduct. The
revealed dynamics of αE2–ER action may contribute to understanding tissue rejuvenation and the
cancer-related physiology of αE2 signaling.

Keywords: 17α-estradiol; 17β-estradiol; 17α-ethynylestradiol; estrogen receptors; sperm; capacita-
tion; HPLC MS/MS; kinetics; autocatalysis

1. Introduction

Estrogens are steroid hormones, and if present in the environment, they are classified
as pollutants called endocrine-disrupting chemicals (EDCs) [1]. Even at extremely low
concentrations (ng/L) they can have a detrimental impact on the endocrine systems of ani-
mals, including humans. EDCs can simulate the behavior of endogenous estrogens, which
control several physiological processes, including male reproduction and in particularly
sperm maturation [1–4].

An interaction between estrogens and their estrogen receptors (ER) has been character-
ized not only through nuclear receptors (nER) but also membrane (mER) and cytoplasmic
(cER) receptors [5,6]. Several estrogenic hormones also lead to an increase in germ cell
apoptosis and a decrease in sperm count [7,8]. It is therefore vital to study estrogens and
ER interactions because they are heavily involved in the sperm maturation process called
capacitation. It is during capacitation that sperm gain the capacity to fertilize the egg.
We developed a novel approach utilizing the kinetic analysis of experimental data using
theoretical modelling that resulted in new perspectives and interpretation of data.

Basic estrogens include the endogenous and biologically most active hormones 17β-
estradiol (E2), 17α-estradiol (αE2) estriol (E3), estrone (E1) as well as synthetic 17α-
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ethynylestradiol (EE2), used in hormonal contraceptives [9]. αE2 is the natural stereoisomer
of E2 present endogenously. Its biological activity ranges between 1.5 and 5% of E2 activity
with respect to species and tissue specificity [10–12]. It has recently been found to prolong
the life of male mice, and to block inflammatory disfunction [10,13]. It has been discovered
that αE2 is capable of binding to both ERα and ERβ receptors, both of which are present
on the sperm plasma membrane (genomic effect). This is like the behavior of E2, but
with much lower affinity [14]. In addition, αE2 can bind to cerebral ER-X receptors and
membrane-associated plasma receptors (non-genomic effect) [15]. This can, for example, be
manifested in a relaxation of the uterine smooth muscles [16]. αE2 has also been detected
in small concentrations in samples of human urine and serum [17]. The responsiveness of
male mice, but not castrated males or females, to αE2 treatment suggests sex specificity
in the responses to αE2. This is caused by an interaction with male gonadal hormones,
for example, the production of testosterone [18]. αE2 has a range of bioactive properties,
including inflammatory and antioxidant effects [19] and an ability to inhibit the activity of
5α-reductase enzymes [20], which convert testosterone to dihydrotestosterone—a more
potent activator of the androgen receptor. αE2 has been studied to demonstrate its benefit
in the modulation of ovariectomy-mediated obesity and bone loss [21]. Treatment of male
mice with αE2 has been shown to extend median lifespan [10,13,18,22]. It also improved
male glucose tolerance during most of the adult life [23,24]. However, the mechanisms
by which αE2 provides these benefits remain a matter of debate, even if αE2 elicits simi-
lar genomic binding and transcriptional activation through estrogen receptors to that of
E2 [25].

The biological and physical processes that sperm undergoes after ejaculation are
known as capacitation [26]. Only capacitated sperm gain progressive motility (sperm hyper-
activation) and are capable of penetrating through the egg envelope (in a process known
as the acrosome reaction) and to subsequently fertilize the egg [27]. Capacitation in vivo
includes several fundamental processes: an increase in the liquidness of the cytoplasmic
membrane; a reduction in cholesterol concentration in the membrane (termed cholesterol
eflux); the opening of ion channels followed by a change in membrane potential; the loss
of some surface proteins (and phosphorylation of proteins leading to hyperactivation);
and the acrosome reaction [28]. It is significant that EDCs can affect all these physiological
processes and modify their interactions [4].

To study capacitation, the process needs to be simulated in vitro and must fulfil
strict requirements regarding sperm incubation. This includes a capacitation/fertilization
medium containing albumin and calcium ions at a temperature of 37 ◦C, maintained in an
atmosphere with 5% CO2. These specific conditions imitate the physiological environment
in the female genital tract [29]. To study how the presence of estrogens effect sperm
capacitation in vitro, it is important to determine the capability of sperm to bind these
hormones and the dynamics of this process. By using kinetic analysis on experimental
data, we may be able to resolve this process. A similar approach has already been used to
monitor time-dependent changes in mRNA concentration [30,31].

The developed HPLC-MS/MS methods enabled monitoring of the concentration
changes of the free, unbound hormone (E2 or EE2) during time-dependent capacitation of
mouse sperm (dose concentrations 200, 20 and 2 µg/L). Then, this was achieved through
the dependence of the relative concentration of the free hormone (B) on capacitation time
(t) [32,33]. It was apparent from the shape of the B(t) curves, obtained for previously
studied E2 or EE2, that the hormones form unstable adducts with the receptors and that
the formation of these adducts acts autocatalytically [32,33]. It was therefore hypothesized
that analogous behavior could also be occurring for the interaction between αE2 and ER in
maturing sperm.

This research was performed to determine whether the action of αE2 during the
capacitation of mouse sperm exhibits a similar pattern to that of E2 and EE2 [32,33]. Firstly,
to answer this question, we developed an HPLC-MS/MS method capable of monitoring
the concentration changes of unbound free αE2 during the time-dependent capacitation of
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mouse sperm (in a capacitation M2 medium). Secondly, we subjected the obtained results
to kinetic analysis. To make a valid comparison between αE2 and previously measured
hormones E2 and EE2, the following parameters were kept constant: measurement method-
ology; concentrations of hormone; evaluation of the obtained data for kinetic analysis; and
mathematical procedure.

2. Results
2.1. Monitoring the αE2 Concentration during Time-Depedent Capacitation Using the
HPLC-MS/MS Method

Similar to a previous study of the concentration changes in the estrogenic hormones
E2 [32] and EE2 [33] during the time-dependent capacitation of mouse sperm, the HPLC-
MS/MS method was selected for an analogous study of the estrogenic hormone αE2. As a
first step, under optimized separation and capacitation conditions (see Chapter 4.2), the
concentration of free unbound αE2 (dependent on the capacitation time) was monitored for
a dose concentration of 200 µg/L. The resultant data are shown in Figure 1. It is apparent
from these data that sample values first decreased to a capacitation time of 150 min, where
they attained a minimum, and thereafter increased. In contrast, the blank values remained
essentially constant during the whole capacitation time. For dose concentrations of 20 and
2 µg/L, the samples exhibited practically no difference compared to the blank and almost
constant values that were obtained for all the monitored capacitation times, varying in
intervals from 17.8 to18.6 µg/L for dose concentrations of 20 µg/L and from 1.7 to 1.8 µg/L
for the dose concentration of 2 µg/L.
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Figure 1. Dependences of the concentration of total unbound αE2 on the time of mouse sperm 
capacitation in vitro. The tested concentration of αE2 in capacitating medium was 200 µg/L. The 
samples were prepared in three parallel sets, where each set represented sperm collected from one 
individual (black dots). The blanks were prepared and measured in parallel (red dots). Experi-
mental conditions: 50/50 (v/v) ACN/H2O, both containing 0.1% HCOOH, were measured in the 
multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) mode for transition 255.0→158.9, and the error bars were 
calculated using the standard deviations (n′ = 3) according to the methodology used for E2, EE2 
hormones [32,33]. 

Figure 1. Dependences of the concentration of total unbound αE2 on the time of mouse sperm
capacitation in vitro. The tested concentration of αE2 in capacitating medium was 200 µg/L. The
samples were prepared in three parallel sets, where each set represented sperm collected from one
individual (black dots). The blanks were prepared and measured in parallel (red dots). Experimental
conditions: 50/50 (v/v) ACN/H2O, both containing 0.1% HCOOH, were measured in the multiple
reaction monitoring (MRM) mode for transition 255.0→158.9, and the error bars were calculated using
the standard deviations (n′ = 3) according to the methodology used for E2, EE2 hormones [32,33].

The measured values for a dose concentration of 200 µg/L yielded the values of the
relative concentration Bt defined as C(t)/C(t = 0) for the individual capacitation times. The
relevant values are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Relative concentrations (Bt) calculated from the means of measured αE2 time-dependent concentrations C (n′ = 3)
obtained during capacitation for the tested concentration of 200 µg/L αE2 (see Figure 1); mean± standard error of the mean.

Time (min) 0 30 60 90 120 150 180

Bt 1.000 ± 0.002 0.985 ± 0.002 0.981 ± 0.003 0.979 ± 0.008 0.899 ± 0.010 0.772 ± 0.012 0.863 ± 0.013

The Bt values of the samples and blank obtained for the dose concentration of 20 µg/L
oscillated around 0.957 and for the dose concentration of 2 µg/L around 0.944. Due to
their constant values throughout the capacitation time, they were not involved in further
kinetic studies.

2.2. Kinetic Analysis of the HPLC-MS/MS Data

If a curve is fitted through the experimentally obtained values of Bt, it might at first
appear that this curve has a similar shape to the one obtained from the experimentally
obtained Bt values of the previously studied E2 and EE2 hormones. In our previous research
targeting the E2 and EE2 reaction with ER in mouse sperm during sperm capacitation,
it was found that both E2 and EE2 display a common characteristic in the autocatalytic
formation of an unstable adduct between the relevant hormone (E2 or EE2) and the estrogen
receptors (cER) located in the cytoplasm, and this was manifested by a decrease followed
by an increase in the Bt value [32,33].

Based on the published data for EE2 [33], the decomposition of the adduct could be
described by two hypothetical possibilities that could also apply for αE2: (a) decomposition
produces active estrogen hormone and active R (cER) receptor, which are both capable of
further interactions; (b) the decomposition produces active estrogen hormone and inactive
receptor R′, incapable of further interaction. Because both components formed in the
first reaction (a) are hypothetically active, it is simple to imagine a reverse (equilibrium)
reaction between the hormone and the estrogen receptor R in the cytoplasm. On the other
hand, the second reaction (b) is a unidirectional leading to a deactivation of the receptor.
These two reactions (a) and (b) could take place simultaneously and this phenomenon
can be considered as a disturbance of the equilibrium (i.e., a pseudo-equilibrium reaction).
The process observed for αE2 together with the set of equations can be described by the
following simple kinetic scheme (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Kinetic scheme where: αE2 is the extracellular hormone; R is the active sperm receptor;
αE2-R is the adduct; αE2i is the internal free hormone and R′ is the inactive sperm receptor. The
plasma membrane is not a flat surface but is an intermediate phase with an external orientation
facing the hormone solution, and an internal orientation facing the cytoplasm. 1 and 2 represent rate
constants of non-autocatalytic (1) and autocatalytic (2) formation of αE2-R, ongoing simultaneously;
3 and 5 represent rate constants of adduct decomposition, and 4 represents a rate constant of
reverse reaction.

Based on the scheme in Figure 2, the monitoring of αE2 concentration by HPLC/MS-
MS is related to the overall concentration of free, unbound hormone, i.e., the original αE2
and the internal αE2i. After centrifugation, both components of the hormone were present
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in the supernatant. However, the hormone bound in the complex with the receptor (adduct:
αE2-R) remains in the sediment and its concentration was not measured.

Additionally, the kinetic scheme employs kinetic products and rate constants in the
form of differential equations. For brevity, the term αE2 is replaced in the equations by the
symbol E (also designating its molar concentration under various experimental conditions),
R designates the cytoplasmic estrogen receptor (cER) and its concentration, symbol (ER)
designates the adduct, Ei is the internal free hormone in the cytoplasmic membrane, and
R′ is the inactive cER receptor.

−dE
dt

= E× R(K1 + K2 × (1− ε)) (1)

−dR
dt

= E× R(K1 + K2 × (1− ε)) + K4 × Ei × R− K3 × (ER) (2)

d(ER)
dt

= E× R(K1 + K2 × (1− ε)) + K4 × Ei × R− (K3 + K5)× (ER) (3)

Equation (1) describes the decrease in the hormone E by a reaction with the receptor
R. Equation (2) describes the decrease in the receptor through its reaction with the external
and internal pool of the hormone and the increase by the subsequent adduct decomposition.
Equation (3) describes the increase in the adduct through the autocatalytic reaction and re-
verse reaction including the decrease through the equilibrium (K3) and pseudo-equilibrium
(K5) reactions.

These differential equations were subsequently solved by the Runge–Kutta method,
used to determine the values of the parameters of the theoretical B(t) curve, i.e., the rate
constants K1–K5 and the value of the molar ratio of the reacting components, parameter
n. These values were optimized by looking for the minima in the absolute values of the
difference between the theoretical and experimental Bt values using the MATLAB program.
The results of optimization of the rate constants and parameter n for a concentration of
200 µg/L are listed in Table 2. The derivation of the individual differential equations and
reasons for their specific position are described in Reference [33].

Table 2. Calculated constants obtained for an αE2 concentration of 200 µg/L, where K1–K5 are the
overall rate constants and n is the molar ratio.

K1 K2 K3 K4 K5 n

0.01 4.0 5.0 0 0 0.01

The B(t) curves formed using constants K1–K5 for the various values of the parameter
n are given in Figure 3. The way in which the shape and position of the minima of the
B(t) curves depend on the value n is apparent from the shapes of the individual curves.
It is evident that the fitting of the experimentally obtained points (black points) with
the minimum of the calculated B(t) curve is tighter for extremely small n values (red or
green points).

As mentioned above, the shape and form of the B(t) curve for αE2 might initially
appear to agree with the B(t) curve (obtained for the reaction of the previously studied
EE2 hormone [33]), corresponding to the autocatalytic formation of an unstable adduct.
However, important differences in the results necessitate the development of a different
reaction mechanism. The most significant differences between the αE2 and EE2 data are
as follows:

(i) The initial branch of the hypothetical curve that would be obtained by fitting the
experimental points is the opposite to that of the autocatalytic curve.

(ii) The slope of the tangent to this hypothetical curve decreases in its initial region to
zero with time.

(iii) The determined value of n is too low for a dose hormone concentration of 200 µg/L.
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As a result, further optimization of the rate constants was performed to enable a better
fitting of the experimental points obtained during a capacitation time of 0–90 min, and the
resultant data can be found in Table 3.

Table 3. Calculated constants obtained for an αE2 concentration of 200 µg/L, where K1–K5 are the
overall rate constants and n is the molar ratio.

K1 K2 K3 K4 K5 n

7 10 49 12 20 0.01

Figure 4 gives the experimentally determined values of Bt (black dots) together with
the curves obtained using the optimized kinetic constants given in Table 2 (Curve 1) and
Table 3 (Curve 2). The initial branch of Curve 2 up to the intersection with Curve 1
(at 90 min of capacitation), corresponds to the difficulty of the αE2 hormone finding an
entrance into the external facing surface of the plasma membrane. αE2 does not initially
pass through the inner facing layer of the plasma membrane and it accumulates with
increasing strain between the plasma membrane lipid bilayer. When the amount of αE2 in
the plasma membrane reaches a critical value, the inner layer of the membrane becomes
permeable for αE2. This results in the internalization of αE2 within the cytoplasm, where
the hormone rapidly reacts autocatalytically with the estrogen receptor (cER) and forms
an unstable adduct (note the sharply decreasing branch of Curve 1), which subsequently
decomposes (see the final, increasing branch of Curve 1). The described process results
in a B(t) angled curve. Because the critical amount of αE2 is extremely low relative to the
total content of cER in the cytoplasm, the value of the parameter n is extremely low in the
reaction of the hormone with the cytoplasm receptors.
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method (black dots) together with the theoretically calculated B(t) curves obtained by integration of
the kinetic equations with optimized constants given in Table 2 (Curve 1) and Table 3 (Curve 2). The
dose concentration of αE2 was 200 µg/L.

The initial branch of Curve 1 should be much slower for a concentration of 20 µg/L
(or 2 µg/L) compared to a concentration of 200 µg/L, so the minimum should occur after
180 min. Significantly, this is after the standard capacitation time. This theory is confirmed
by the experimental findings.

3. Discussion

From the kinetic analysis of experimentally determined values of the relative concen-
tration (Bt) for individual capacitation times, the results show that one uniform process
resulted in the formation of an adduct formed by the hormones (E2, EE2, αE2) and the
sperm cytoplasmic estrogen receptor (cER). The formed adducts are unstable and decom-
pose to the original free hormones (E2, EE2, αE2) and cER [32,33]. If the decomposition
results in an unaltered receptor (that can react with the internal pool of the hormone to
form the adduct by a reverse reaction), then this is defined as an equilibrium reaction. If
an inactive receptor is present, then the equilibrium reaction is interrupted and leads to a
pseudo-equilibrium reaction.

The formation of the adduct is an autocatalytic reaction characterized by the fact that
the tangent to the B(t) curve becomes steeper during the reaction. The autocatalysis consists
of the formed adduct that relaxes the plasma membrane and facilitates a passage of the
hormones (E2, EE2, αE2) with increased production of the adduct. This process is then
repeated. Based on the outcome of kinetic analysis, the difference in the response of the
individual hormones appears to be due to a different mode of transport of the hormones
through the plasma membrane.

E2 is an endogenic hormone that requires defined membrane estrogen receptors to
generate the required response. The number of receptors on the surface of sperm is deter-
mined by the adsorption isotherm. E2 can only penetrate through the plasma membrane
to form the adduct through the receptors. Because the isotherm is proportional to the
concentration of the external E2 hormone; the formation of the adduct is also dependent on
the same process. The minimum value on the time axis is an important element on the B(t)
curves and is dependent on the dose hormone concentration. Specifically, the minimum
shifts to later capacitation times as the dose hormone concentration decreases [32]. This
result clearly indicates that an endogenic hormone is involved. The depth of the mini-
mum on the B(t) curve deepens as the value of n (molar ratio) decreases. The ratio of the
two neighboring n1/n2 values obtained for two neighboring dose concentrations ((200;
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20 µg/L) or (20; 2 µg/L)), equals 1/10, and this is in accordance with the ratio of two
neighboring dose concentrations. It represents another typical characteristic behavior of
the E2 hormone [32]. However, the described kinetic action for the E2 hormone was not
the case for the other estrogen hormones.

The experimentally determined n values for the individual dose concentrations are
much smaller for the EE2 than the corresponding n values for E2. The EE2 hormone does
not seem to require a specific membrane estrogen receptor to pass through the sperm
plasma membrane and therefore this reaction is rapid. A characteristic feature of the EE2
action is the fact that the time coordinates of the minimum are practically constant and,
therefore, they are independent of the hormone dose concentration [33].

The passage through the plasma membrane is substantially more complicated for the
αE2 hormone. Firstly, αE2 does not appear to pass through the inner facing layer of the
plasma membrane and it accumulates between the plasma membrane lipid bilayer. It is
manifested by the relatively long, flat part of the B(t) curve. When the amount of αE2
within the plasma membrane reaches a critical value, the inner layer of the membrane
becomes permeable for αE2, followed by internalization of αE2 within the cytoplasm.
Here, the hormone rapidly reacts autocatalytically with cytoplasmic receptors and forms
an unstable adduct, demonstrated by a sharp decrease in the B(t) curve to the minimum
point. The critical amount of this hormone is small compared to the overall amount of
estrogen receptors in the sperm cytoplasm. The value of parameter n is also extremely
low in the reaction of the hormone with the cER. It is important to note that the kinetic
model suggested for αE2 (a hormone with low hormonal activity) is successfully described
by the same differential equations as EE2 that represent a synthetic hormone. These
conclusions support the validity of the proposed kinetic models. Suggested mathematical
models, validated by experimental data, allowed for the development of hypotheses for
possible interactions between estrogen hormones and estrogen receptors using the sperm
capacitation model.

αE2 has also been discovered to bind to brain-expressed ER-x [15] and breast-expressed
ER-X [34] membrane-associated receptors to mediate estrogen-specific signaling and clas-
sical ER [6]. These receptors have a sequence homology to ER which is known to be
expressed in gonads including sperm. However, the role of these receptors in male repro-
duction remains to be determined [6,35]. It is of importance that αE2 was described to be
biologically active in human breast cancers [11]. Since testicular germ cell cancer (TGCT) is
associated with polymorphism in estrogen receptors and steroid metabolism genes, sex
steroid action is regarded as involved in the development of TGCT [36]. As estrone (E1) is
metabolized to estradiol (E2), there is a strong correlation with functional activity, estra-
diol level, or estrogen-related outcomes between TGCT [37] and breast cancer [11]. αE2
represents the endogenous estradiol isomer for which biological roles are described but
not fully understood. αE2 is shown to play a crucial role in regenerating brain tissue after
injury [38,39], and its significant role in cancer-related events including TGCT has been
published. The novel understanding of the dynamics of αE2–ER crosstalk on the sperm
model presented in this paper has the potential to be used for advanced understanding of
the physiology of its signaling action within cells.

4. Materials and Methods

In order to guarantee the comparison between studied hormones, relevant materials
and methods were used according to previously published kinetic studies [32,33]. The
Materials and Methods section was updated to include αE2.

4.1. Chemicals, Reagents and Animals

Acetonitrile (ACN) for LC-MS, Chromasolv (purity ≥ 99.9%), deuterated β-estradiol-
16,16,17-d3 (estradiol-d3) (purity 98%), and commercial capacitating M2 culture media for
in vitro sperm capacitation and fertilization (M7167) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(Steinheim, Germany). Ethanol (purity≥ 96% p.a.) was obtained from Lachner (Neratovice,
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Czech Republic). Paraffin oil was provided by Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany). Formic acid
(HCOOH) (LC-MS LiChropur, purity 97.5–98.5%), 17α-estradiol (purity 98%) and deionized
water (for UHPLC-MS LiChrosolv) were obtained from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany).

The laboratory inbred house mouse strain BALB/c was used for the experiments.
The mice were housed in the animal facilities of the Institute of Molecular Genetics of
the Czech Academy of Science, Prague. Food and water were supplied ad libitum. All
the animal procedures and all the experimental protocols were approved by the Animal
Welfare Committee of the Czech Academy of Sciences (Animal Ethics Number 66866/2015-
MZE-17214, 18 December 2015).

4.2. Instrumentation and Chromatographic Conditions

The HPLC equipment (Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany) consisted of
1290 Infinity Series LC (a quaternary pump, degasser, thermostatic auto sampler and col-
umn oven). A Triple Quad LC/MS 6460 tandem mass spectrometer (Agilent Technologies,
Waldbronn, Germany) with an electrospray ionization interface was used for the detection.
The signal was processed, and the data were retreated using the MassHunter Worksta-
tion Acquisition and MassHunter Qualitative Analysis Software (Agilent Technologies,
Waldbronn, Germany).

All the instrumental MS-MS parameters were optimized. The ESI (+) conditions in
the MRM mode for αE2 were capillary voltage 4000 V, nebulizer pressure 55 psi, gas
temperature 350 ◦C, and a nitrogen flow rate of 10 L/min.

For αE2, the m/z 255.0→158.9 and for estradiol-d3, the m/z 258.5→158.9 transitions
were monitored (fragmentor voltage 130 V, collision energy 14 V, parameter dwell 200 ms).

The separation system was based on publications [33,40] with a Kinetex EVO column
C18 (100 × 3.0 mm, 2.6 µm, Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA) and a mobile phase contain-
ing a binary mixture of ACN/water with the addition of 0.1% HCOOH in both parts at
a volume ratio of 50/50 (v/v); the flow rate was 0.3 mL/min. The column temperature
was held at 21 ± 0.5 ◦C. The amount of sample injected equaled 7.5 µL. Estradiol-d3 was
added to each sample as an internal standard (IS) at a final concentration of 25 µg/L
(diluted in the capacitating medium). The retention times of IS and αE2 were 3.0 and
3.4 min, respectively. Because of the complex capacitating medium containing inorganic
and organic components, of which especially bovine serum albumin (4.0 g/L) can cause
difficulties during the separation and detection processes, the eluate was fed to waste from
0 to 2.5 min and to the MS detector only from 2.5 to 5 min.

The linearity of the method was determined from the calibration curve constructed by
plotting the ratio of the peak areas of αE2 to that of IS against the analyte concentration. It
was statistically analyzed by 1/x weighted linear regression analysis using the least-squares
regression method. The obtained data were linear (y = 0.0544x + 0.0702, R2 = 0.9987) in the
whole measured calibration range 1–250 µg/L. Relative standard deviations (n = 5) varied
from 1.8–5.9%. The limit of detection (0.52 µg/L) and limit of quantitation (1.49 µg/L) were
calculated as the 3.3 × σ/S and 10 × σ/S ratios, respectively, where σ was the baseline
noise of the sample and S was the slope of the regression curve (based on the ratio of the
peak heights of αE2 to that of IS against the analyte concentration) constructed from the
calibration curve.

4.3. Sample Preparation

35 mM culture dishes purchesed from Corning (Corning, NY, USA) were used for
the capacitation in vitro. The Olympus CX 21 inverted-light microscope and Olympus
epifluorescent microscope were supplied by Olympus (Prague, Czech Republic). The NB-
203 incubator was purchased from N-BIOTEK (Gyeonggi-do, Korea). The Telstar Bio-IIA
incubator and BioTek laminar box from N-BIOTEK (Gyeonggi-do, Korea) were used for
the in vitro sperm cultivation.

First, a stock solution of the αE2 standard with a concentration of 200 mg/L was
prepared in ethanol, from which the working ethanol solutions of an αE2 concentration of
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20 and 2 mg/L were diluted. In the laminar box, 10 µL of the working ethanol solution
of αE2 with the appropriate concentration (200, 20 or 2 mg/L) was pipetted and diluted
with capacitating medium to a volume of 10 mL in the test tube, so that the final test
concentration of αE2 in the capacitating medium was obtained (200, 20 or 2 µg/L) and the
ethanol content was minimized and remained constant. Subsequently, 100 µL of solution
with the appropriate concentration was pipetted into the fertilization Petri dish. The
pipetted mixture in the Petri dish was covered with 1 mL of paraffin oil. The prepared Petri
dishes were placed in the incubator and tempered for 60 min at a temperature of 37 ◦C and
with 5% CO2 in the air.

The spermatozoa which were recovered from the distal region of the cauda epididymidis
were placed in fertilization Petri dishes with a capacitating medium and paraffin oil and
then placed for 10 min in the incubator for sperm release. Next, the stock concentration
of mouse sperm was adjusted to 5 × 106 sperm/mL. The control experiments monitoring
sperm motility and viability were run in parallel and controlled under a microscope. No
toxicological effect of αE2 in capacitation media was found.

The biological sample was prepared as follows: following 60 min of tempering, 5 µL
of the stock sperm was added to 100 µL of the αE2 sample in capacitating medium (200,
20 or 2 µg/L). For each capacitation time (0–180 min), 8 Petri dishes containing 105 µL
of sample covered with 1 mL of paraffin oil were prepared. The dishes prepared in this
way were incubated again under the same conditions for various time periods (0, 30, 60,
90, 120, 150 and 180 min after adding the sperm), during which sperm capacitation took
place. After the individual times, samples (only the solution with the capacitating medium,
without the paraffin oil) were pipetted from all 8 Petri dishes into a single micro-test tube,
which was centrifuged for 10 min at 12,000 rpm. In this way, the sperm were separated
from the solution and approximately 600 µL of supernatant was obtained for HPLC-
MS/MS analysis of free, sperm unbound αE2. This sample represented one sampling time
during capacitation.

In order to eliminate any systematic errors during sample preparation (partial evap-
oration of samples during incubation, differences in collection of supernatants after cen-
trifugation, etc.), reference samples (blanks) without the addition of mouse sperm were
prepared simultaneously under the same experimental conditions.

Prior to the actual HPLC-MS/MS analysis, 20 µL of IS (estradiol-d3) with a concentra-
tion of 250 µg/L was added to each biological sample as well as to a blank (180 µL).

The matrix effect was investigated by a comparison of results (αE2/IS peak area
ratios) obtained for samples prepared by two different procedures: (i) the sample was
prepared by the addition of αE2 and IS to the supernatant, obtained after the capacitating
medium with sperm covered with paraffin oil was tempered, the paraffin oil removed and
capacitating medium centrifuged; (ii) the sample was prepared by addition of αE2 and IS to
the capacitating medium. Each experiment was performed in triplicate for concentrations
of 200, 20 and 2 µg/L. The recovery of the samples with αE2 was 96.8% for 200 µg/L, 98.5%
for 20 µg/L and 91.3% for 2 µg/L.
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